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Executive Summary
ES.1 Introduction
This Environmental Assessment (EA) for extending the existing Light Rail Transit (LRT)
alignment and providing new transit service from the existing Lincoln LRT station to a proposed
new LRT station located in the vicinity of RidgeGate Parkway is submitted pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4332, and 23 CFR Part 771.

ES.2 Description of Proposed Project
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) proposes to extend the LRT alignment and provide
new transit service from the existing end-of-line Lincoln Station south approximately 2.3 miles to
RidgeGate Parkway in the City of Lone Tree, Colorado. Two alternatives are evaluated in this
EA: the No Action Alternative and the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).

ES.3 Purpose and Need
The purpose of the Southeast Extension project is to extend the LRT alignment and provide
new transit service from the existing end-of-line LRT station at Lincoln Avenue south to
RidgeGate Parkway. The project needs are listed below and described in more detail in Chapter
1.0:


The need for improved regional connectivity.



The need to meet travel demand resulting from growing population and employment
in the study area.



The need to provide a transit alternative to congested I-25.



The need to provide a transit alternative compatible with the existing and planned
transit network.



The need to meet the voter’s 2004 mandate.



The need to reflect community and regional plans and be consistent with existing
and planned land uses.



The need to attract new transit riders.



The need to provide a transit alternative that connects activity centers in the I-25
transportation corridor, south of Lincoln Station, that are located on both the east and
west sides of I-25.

ES.4 Alternatives Considered
The project team developed a range of alternatives to evaluate based on their ability to meet the
project’s Purpose and Need and other criteria such as operations, engineering criteria,
environmental considerations, and community and agency input. The number of alternatives
was reduced through two successive levels of evaluation and screening according to
established criteria (see Section 2.3). Section 3.1 of the Alternative Analysis (AA) Report in
Appendix B provides a detailed description of the alternatives evaluation process.
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Based on the alternatives development and screening results and public and agency input
received, the project team identified an LPA that meets the project Purpose and Need. The LPA
and No-Action Alternative are evaluated in this EA. A No Action Alternative is defined and
analyzed to provide the basis against which the LPA can be compared. These two alternatives
are described in the following sections.

ES.4.1

No Action Alternative

The No Action Alternative assumes no new improvements would be constructed other than the
currently committed projects identified in the fiscally constrained 2035 Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP). The No Action Alternative includes the existing bus routes in the area and a new
bus route (Route 411) connecting Parker and the Lincoln Station along RidgeGate Parkway.
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) project that includes I-25 widening from
RidgeGate Parkway to C-470 is also included as part of this alternative.

ES.4.5

Locally Preferred Alternative

The LPA includes a 2.3-mile, double-track light rail extension that runs south from the existing
Lincoln Station along the west side of I-25, crosses to the east side of I-25 just north of the Sky
Ridge Medical Center, and continues south to the RidgeGate Parkway interchange. This
alternative provides three new stations. The Sky Ridge Avenue Station across from the Sky
Ridge Medical Center and the Lone Tree City Center Station situated in the core of the
RidgeGate planned development are both planned as kiss-n-ride stations without parking. A
new end-of-line station at RidgeGate Parkway would provide a Park-n-Ride. All three stations
would accommodate feeder bus service. The light rail tracks would be grade separated via an
overpass where they cross Lincoln Avenue, I-25, and RidgeGate Parkway. One at-grade
crossing is proposed on a minor roadway near the Sky Ridge Station.
Design refinements occurred after completion of Level 2 screening based on results of traffic
modeling updates and stakeholder input. These design refinements resulted in the development
of two parking options at the proposed end-of-line RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride, as described
below:


Option 1: This option would provide a 1,300-space surface parking lot on opening
day (2019). In 2035, the surface parking lot could be replaced with two parking
structures that would accommodate a total of 2,100 parking spaces. The southern
parking structure would consist of four levels and the northern parking structure
would consist of three levels (see Figure ES-2).



Option 2: This option would provide one 4-level, 1,300-space parking structure on
opening day (2019). In 2035, an additional 3-level parking structure could be built
north of the first structure that would provide 800 parking spaces, for a total of 2,100
spaces (see Figure ES-3 and Figure ES-4).

The two parking structures in 2035 would be the same design and configuration under both
parking options.
The LPA is shown on Figure ES-1, and the two RidgeGate Station parking design options are
shown on Figures ES-2 through ES-4. Both parking options are carried forward for evaluation of
environmental impacts and determination of mitigation measures. They remain options within
the LPA.
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Figure ES-1: Locally Preferred Alternative

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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Figure ES-2: RidgeGate Station Site Plan: Option 1 – Opening Day (2019)

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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Figure ES-3: RidgeGate Station Site Plan: Option 2 – Opening Day (2019)

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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Figure ES-4: RidgeGate Park-n-Ride Site Plan: Option 1 and 2 in 2035

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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ES.5 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation
Two alternatives are evaluated in this EA: The No Action Alternative and LPA (see Chapter 2.0
for descriptions of these alternatives). This section summarizes impacts and mitigation
measures for resources that would be potentially impacted by the project.

ES.5.1

Resources with No or Minimal Impacts

Resources with either no or minimal impacts as a result of the project are listed below and are
summarized in Table ES-2. Please refer to Appendix A or technical memoranda (listed in the
Table of Contents of this EA) for a more detailed discussion of these resources.















Land Use and Zoning
Farmlands
Social Conditions and Community Facilities
Environmental Justice
Economic Conditions
Park and Recreation Facilities, including Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Air Quality and Energy
Water Resources and Water Quality
Floodplains
Mineral Resources, Geology, and Soils
Hazardous Materials
Visual and Aesthetic Conditions
Public Safety and Security
Utilities

Environmental resources that would experience impacts from the project are listed below, and
are discussed in Chaper 3.0. Please refer to the technical memoranda for a more detailed
discussion of these resources. Impacts and mitigation measures for these resources are
summarized in Table ES-2.






Noise and Vibration
Land Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocation of Existing Uses
Biological Resources (Vegetation, Wildlife, Threatened and Endangered / Special Status
Species)
Waters of the U.S. and Wetlands
Cultural Resources

Transportation impacts are summarized in Section ES.6, discussed in Chapter 4.0, and listed in
Table ES-2.
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ES.5.2

Resources with Impacts

Construction of the LPA would result in direct impacts to the resources listed in Table ES-1.
However, mitigation measures are proposed to appropriately address all impacts.
Table ES-1:

Environmental Resources with Impacts

Resource
Noise and Vibration

Land Acquisitions,
Displacements, and
Relocation of
Existing Uses

Vegetation

Wildlife

Impact
Noise impacts in the high moderate range were identified at the Sky Ridge
Medical Center hospital tower and medical office building. No ground-borne
vibration is projected to occur during operation of the LPA at any location along
the alignment. Temporary noise and vibration impacts are anticipated during
construction.
 Most right-of-way needs will be met through agreements with the City of Lone
Tree, Coventry Development Corporation, and CDOT.
 No residential acquisitions would be required, and no business or residential
relocations would be required.
 Would require between 29 and 35 acres from 33 parcels, depending on the
RidgeGate parking option selected. Acreages include approximately 12 acres
for the LRT alignment.
 Parking Option 1 in 2019 would require acquisition of approximately 21 acres.
Parking Option 1 would require 15 acres in 2035.
 Parking Option 2 would require acquisition of approximately 15 acres, which is
the land required for both proposed parking structures (one in 2019 and the
second in 2035) that would be acquired at the same time.
 North of Lincoln Avenue, portions of three commercial properties (less than
1.15 acre) adjoining the reserved 25-foot right-of-way would be acquired.
 Approximately 22 parking spaces would be permanently removed from one
commercial property north of Lincoln Avenue.
 Temporary construction impacts include:
- Approximately 8 acres of temporary construction easements have been
initially identified. These easements will be refined during the final design
and right-of-way process.
- Easements may be required for staging, materials storage, and parking.
- Property access may be temporarily impacted.
- Surrounding roadways could be affected through temporary lane closures
and/or detours. This may include temporary closure of a circulator road on
the east edge of the commercial parking lot north of Lincoln Avenue.
 Approximately 60 acres would be impacted, of which approximately 50 acres
would occur in areas that have been recently graded, previously disturbed and
reseeded, or used for grazing.
 Approximately 20 acres of unpaved, disturbed ground would be susceptible to
weedy plant species.
 Approximately 20 acres of impacted area would be revegetated after
construction completion.
 Several ornamental trees and shrubs would be removed from commercial
landscaped areas north of Lincoln Avenue.
 Due to presence of existing roadways, highway, and area development, the
LPA is not expected to act as a barrier to wildlife movement.
 Approximately 60 acres of wildlife habitat impacts; total permanently impacted
acreage beneath the LPA, including RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride, would be
40 acres.
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Table ES-1:

Environmental Resources with Impacts

Resource

Threatened and
Endangered /
Special Status
Species

Impact
 To the extent that the above acreage represents permanent habitat loss, some
wildlife may be displaced; temporarily or permanently.
 The red-tailed hawk nest identified adjacent to the light rail bridge over
Cottonwood Creek would likely be abandoned after construction begins,
because of the proximity to development of both the planned Lone Tree City
Center and Southeast Corridor Extension project.
 Minimal indirect impacts to wildlife would occur as a result of disturbance from
human activity, potential loss of prey, or loss of habitat. Impacts would be
minimal primarily because the project area is composed of developed or
developing urban areas that have already been or will soon be bisected by
roadways, including existing I-25 and RidgeGate Parkway.
 Indirect impacts to aquatic life and amphibians may occur in the project area
along Cottonwood Creek from erosion along riverbanks.
 Temporary construction impacts include:
- Minimal temporary construction impacts to wildlife. Wildlife that currently
occupies or uses project area for forage or prey is likely accustomed to
noise and movement due to proximity to I-25 and rapidly developing areas.
However, increased noise and activity during construction may cause
wildlife to temporarily leave the area.
- Direct wildlife mortality of small terrestrial and burrowing animals could
occur during construction-related ground clearing and earth-movement.
Direct wildlife mortality could also occur from collisions with construction
vehicles during construction.
 Disturbance of migratory birds, such as the active red-tailed hawk nest
observed in the immediate vicinity of the LPA at Cottonwood Creek, could
occur, and is subject to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA).
 No federally-listed species or their designated habitats were identified in the
project corridor. Therefore, no impacts to such species are anticipated.
 North of RidgeGate Parkway, the LPA would impact approximately 4.4 acres of
the approximate 275-acre prairie dog Colony A located south of Lincoln Avenue
and east of I-25.
 RidgeGate Station Parking Option 1 would impact approximately 9.29 acres of
prairie dog Colony C in 2019 and a total of approximately 10.29 acres of Colony
C in 2035.
 RidgeGate Station Parking Option 2 would impact approximately 7.02 acres of
Colony C in 2019 and an additional approximate 3.27 acres in 2035, with a total
impact to Colony C in 2035 of approximately 10.29 acres.
 Havana Street and RidgeGate Parkway improvements would impact
approximately 1.4 acres of prairie dog Colony B.
 Total prairie dog impacts (Colonies A, B, and C: approximately 16.1 acres.
 Indirect impacts to aquatic life and amphibian species may occur from erosion
within the study area.
 Temporary construction impacts include:
- Habitat for the common garter snake and northern leopard frog are in
proximity to the project, these species could be impacted from potential
changes in water quality during construction. Implementation of Best
Management Practices (BMPs) would avoid such impacts.
- Direct mortality of prairie dogs could occur during construction-related
ground clearing, earth movement, and vehicle collisions.
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Table ES-1:

Environmental Resources with Impacts

Resource
Wetlands and
Waters of the U.S.

Impact

 Two non-jurisdictional wetlands would be impacted:
- Wetland SE-9: A 10,953-square-foot wetland located at a man-made storm
drain outlet that collects water from surrounding impervious surfaces.
- Wetland SE-10: A 290-square foot wetland located at the base of a culvert
draining I-25 surface flow.
 No jurisdictional wetlands would be impacted.
 No direct impacts to waters of the U.S. (Cottonwood Creek and Happy Canyon
Creek) in the study area would occur.
 No indirect impacts to study area wetlands are anticipated; however, there is
the potential for the spread of noxious weeds. Construction-related impacts to
waters of the U.S. and wetlands in the project area could occur from temporary
sedimentation, vegetation removal, and water quality degradation. Appropriate
BMP mandates by the federal, state, and local regulatory agencies will be used
to avoid and minimize construction–related impacts to waters of the U.S. and
wetlands in the project area. If it is determined by the construction contractor
that temporary impacts to jurisdictional waters other U.S. and wetlands will
occur to gain site access, the contractor will need to obtain appropriate permits
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) under Section 404.
Construction
Construction impacts such as noise, dust, and traffic detours would occur. See
Table ES-2 for specific impacts and mitigation measures.
Traffic/Transportation  2035: Decreased Level of Service at the intersection of RidgeGate Parkway
and Havana Street.
 Motorists would experience travel delays during some periods of construction.
 Temporary closure of sidewalks along Lincoln Avenue and RidgeGate Parkway
during construction of the light rail bridges over those roads to ensure the safety
of sidewalk users.

ES.6 Transportation Systems
No Action Alternative Impacts
Transit travel time from RidgeGate to downtown Denver would be a 60-minute trip in the No
Action Alternative.
The existing Lincoln Station has a capacity of 1,734 spaces. By 2035, this station is projected to
have 5,480 boardings in the No Action Alternative. The Lincoln Station would be over capacity
by this time.
The study area vehicle miles traveled (VMT) has grown faster (53 percent) than the regional
VMT and is projected to continue to do so.
Average weekday traffic on I-25 between Lincoln Avenue and RidgeGate Parkway is expected
to increase from approximately 130,000 vehicles per day in 2017 to approximately 200,000
vehicles per day in 2035. Also, by 2035, congestion delay along I-25 within the study area is
projected to increase to four hours each day.
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Proposed Build Alternative Impacts
The LPA would result in a 25 percent reduction in transit travel time from RidgeGate to
downtown Denver. The transit travel time would be reduced by 15 minutes (from the No Action
Alternative) to 45 minutes under the LPA.
The LPA is forecasted to relieve demand at the existing Lincoln Station and also attract new
LRT riders. The 2035 forecasted boardings at the Lincoln, Sky Ridge, Lone Tree City Center,
and RidgeGate stations combined increase by 37 percent over the 2035 forecasted Lincoln
Station boardings under the No Action Alternative.
Intersections in the vicinity of the RidgeGate Park-n-Ride would operate at LOS D or better on
opening day (2019); therefore, no mitigation is required in 2019.
One intersection, RidgeGate Parkway/Havana Street, was forecasted to operate below the LOS
D threshold in 2035. This intersection will be monitored from opening day to 2035. RTD and the
local jurisdiction will work together to determine the timing of the need for improvements and the
responsibilities for implementing these improvements.
The light rail tracks would be grade separated via an overpass where they cross Lincoln
Avenue, I-25, and RidgeGate Parkway. One at-grade crossing is proposed on a minor roadway
near the Sky Ridge Station. Additional at-grade crossings and on-street operations are a
possibility in the future as the Lone Tree City Center is developed. The traffic impacts of these
crossings will be evaluated as the design of the Lone Tree City Center transportation network is
developed, by others. The project will provide any needed crossing improvements for safety as
determined through the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) application process at the time that
the project completes this regulatory requirement.
Local transportation plans were reviewed as part of the evaluation of transportation impacts.
Through the review, it was found that the proposed improvements and mitigation measures are
compatible with local transportation plans.

ES.7 Public Comment and Agency Coordination
Public and agency involvement activities for the Southeast Extension began with initiation of the
Environmental Evaluation (EE) process. The EE process is an environmental screening
planning process that RTD, by policy, implements on those corridors that are not expected to be
federalized. The EE process included a comprehensive public involvement plan to proactively
engage members of the public and agencies in the evaluation process (refer to Section 5.1 for
more information).
RTD continued public and agency involvement for the EA during the alternatives analysis
process, beginning with scoping meetings held in the winter of 2011, and public and agency
meetings held in January 2012 and December 2013. FTA consulted with the State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) on potential effects to cultural resources. RTD presented
preliminary findings of the EA, including potential impacts and proposed mitigation measures, at
public and agency meetings held in December 2013. Refer to Section 5.2 for more information.
RTD will hold public and agency meetings to present the final results of this EA.
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ES.8 Impacts and Mitigation Summary
Table ES-2 presents impacts and mitigation measures associated with the LPA for all
resources.

ES-12

Environmental
Justice

ES-13

Direct Impacts
▪ No disproportionately high or adverse impacts to minority or
low-income populations would occur, and benefits from
increased mobility, connectivity, and access would be similar to
those of the general population.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.

Impacts
Direct Impacts
▪ The proposed action is consistent with and supports the
existing and planned mixed-use, retail, and commercial land
uses included in the RidgeGate planned development and City
of Lone Tree plans.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Direct Impacts
▪ No adverse impacts to existing neighborhoods, population,
employment, or community facilities are anticipated.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary construction impacts (including traffic congestion,
noise, air, and visual).

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Social Conditions and
Community Facilities

Farmlands

Resource
Land Use

Table ES-2:

Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Working with the communities, RTD will prepare a
Construction Management Plan (CMP) that specifies public
communications and construction means and methods to
reduce or mitigate the inconveniences of construction such as
noise, dust, visual blight, construction traffic, and preservation
of access to homes, businesses, and community facilities.
Refer to noise and air quality sections of this table.
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Working with the communities, RTD will prepare a CMP that
specifies public communications and construction means and
methods to reduce or mitigate the inconveniences of
construction such as noise, dust, visual blight, construction
traffic, and preservation of access to homes, businesses, and
community facilities.

▪ No mitigation is required.

Mitigation
▪ No mitigation is required.
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Air Quality and
Energy

Parks and Recreation
Facilities
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Air Quality:
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts to air quality and minimal impacts to energy
consumption.
▪ Significant decreases in Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSATs)
from existing conditions.
▪ The project is not expected to violate air quality standards.

Impacts
Direct Impacts
▪ Proposed action is consistent with and supports the existing
and planned mixed-use, retail, and commercial land uses
included in the RidgeGate planned development and City of
Lone Tree plans.
▪ Construction activities would provide economic stimulus within
the study area and Denver metropolitan region, including:
- Construction would create up to 450 direct construction jobs
with a 2015 average yearly income of $76,860.
- Project construction costs would generate an estimated
$431.2 million of additional economic activity in the Denver
metropolitan region.
- New wages and salaries for jobs generated outside of the
construction field are estimated at $155.2 million.
▪ Operation and maintenance of the project would generate
approximately 20.5 permanent jobs.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts. Approximately 13 additional jobs
generated in all industries not associated with transit
operations.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Adjacent businesses may experience noise, dust, and
temporary visual changes.
▪ Temporary access modifications to adjacent businesses.
▪ Increased construction employment and revenues.
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Resource
Economic Conditions

Table ES-2:

Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ RTD will coordinate with local jurisdictions during construction
for appropriate trail detours.
Air Quality:
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation required as there are minimal to no direct
impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required as there are minimal to no indirect
impacts.

Mitigation
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Refer to noise, air quality, and visual sections of this table.
▪ Develop traffic maintenance plans to maintain access and
circulation.
▪ A CMP will be developed in coordination with local
communities and businesses.
▪ In accordance with the CMP the following measures will be
implemented:
- Where possible business access closure will be limited to
outside of normal operating hours.
- Provide clear signage for detours.
- Coordinate with local groups, business districts, and
jurisdictions regarding construction impacts using a variety
of media (for example radio, flyers advertisements, and
website), where appropriate.
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Resource

Table ES-2:
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Energy:
Direct Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Use of energy resources during construction and operations.

Impacts
▪ Would contribute to improvements in regional air quality.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary decrease in air quality due to construction activities
not anticipated to cause any air quality violations.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Energy:
▪ No mitigation required.

Mitigation
Temporary Construction Impact
▪ Prepare a Dust Control Plan.
▪ Obtain Air Pollution Emission Notice permit for construction
activities.
▪ Cover trucks hauling soil and other fine materials. Stabilize
and cover stockpile areas.
▪ Cover or wet temporary excavated materials.
▪ Re-vegetate exposed areas.
▪ Minimize off-site tracking of mud and debris by washing
construction equipment and temporary stabilization.
▪ Limit vehicle speed of construction-related equipment.
▪ Prohibit unnecessary idling of construction equipment
▪ Use low-sulfur fuel.
▪ Locate diesel engines and motors as far away as possible
from residential areas.
▪ Locate staging areas as far away as possible from residential
areas.
▪ Require heavy construction equipment to use the cleanest
available engines or to be retrofitted with diesel particulate
control technology.
▪ Use alternatives for diesel engines and/or diesel fuels (such
as: biodiesel, liquefied natural gas, compressed natural gas,
fuel cells, or electric engines).
▪ Install engine pre-heater devices to eliminate unnecessary
idling during winter-time construction.
▪ Prohibit tampering with equipment to increase horsepower or
to defeat emission-control devices effectiveness.
▪ Require construction vehicle engines to be properly tuned
and maintained.
▪ Use construction vehicles and equipment with the minimum
practical engine size for the intended job.
▪ Use a wheel wash station and/or large-diameter cobble apron
at egress/ingress areas to minimize dirt being tracked onto
public streets.
▪ Use vacuum powered street sweepers to control dirt tracked
onto streets.
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Vibration
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Similar to impacts described for noise. The potential for
vibration impact would be greatest at locations close to
vibratory compaction operations.

Impacts
Noise
Direct Impacts
▪ Noise impacts in the high moderate range at Sky Ridge Medical
Center hospital tower and medical office building.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary noise impacts from activities associated with
construction of new tracks and stations, utility relocation,
grading, excavation, track work, demolition, and installation of
systems components. Such impacts may occur in residential
areas and at other noise-sensitive land uses located within
several hundred feet of the alignment. The potential for noise
impact would be greatest at locations near pavement breaking,
and at locations close to any nighttime construction work.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Resource
Noise and Vibration

Table ES-2:
Mitigation
Direct Impacts
▪ Work to establish a PUC approved “quiet crossing” to
eliminate use of train horns near the grade crossing at the
south end of the proposed Sky Ridge Station.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
Construction activities will need to comply with local noise
ordinances. Noise will be minimized during construction.
Mitigation measures may include:
▪ Make hotel vouchers available to affected residents in the
vicinity of any night time construction activities.
▪ Locate stationary construction equipment as far as possible
from noise-sensitive sites.
▪ Construct temporary noise barriers, such as temporary walls
or piles of excavated material, between noisy activities and
noise-sensitive receivers.
▪ Communicate early on with the general public to reduce the
number of noise complaints. Inform the public of any potential
construction noise impacts and the measure that will be
employed to reduce these impacts. Also, establish and
publicize a responsive complaint mechanism for the duration
of construction.
▪ Minimize construction duration in residential areas as much
as possible.
▪ Minimize nighttime activities as much as possible.
▪ Re-route truck traffic away from residential streets, where
possible.
▪ Combine noisy operations to occur in the same time period.
▪ Use well-maintained equipment equipped with modern
mufflers.
▪ Use noise blankets on equipment and/or quiet-use
generators. Noise blankets (also called “acoustic wraps”) are
removable and reusable sound barriers made from compost
materials like Teflon impregnated cloth. The blankets are
custom-fit to encapsulate the noisy equipment and block
sounds at the source. These are commonly used on
equipment such as fans and blowers, compressor housings,
hydraulic pumps, etc. They are very effective because they
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Direct Impacts
▪ Minimal impacts from pollutant loading and increased
impervious surface.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Water quality effects during construction would include
sedimentation in receiving streams and drainage facilities,
erosion of on-site and off-site soils, and petroleum spills from
heavy equipment fueling.

Impacts

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Water Resources and
Water Quality

Resource

Table ES-2:
Mitigation
block the source of the noise.
▪ Use alternative construction methods, such as sonic or
vibratory pile driving in noise sensitive areas.
▪ Perform pile driving and other high-noise activities during
daytime construction (generally 7:00AM to 7:00PM), where
possible. When construction time is restricted to certain
daytime hours, the overall duration of project construction
would likely increase.
Direct Impacts
▪ Permanent water quality BMPs, possibly including.
- Grass lined ditches.
- Re-grading, seeding, and revegetating slopes.
- Stormwater control channels and water quality detention
ponds.
▪ Runoff from the bridge will be mitigated by a water quality
structure, such as a stormceptor or equivalent.
▪ CDOT's municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4)
permit, as required by RTD’s MS4 permit will be adhered to
where applicable.
▪ Native vegetation will be reestablished, decreasing potential
for erosion.
▪ If any permanent water quality degradation occurs, waters
shall be mitigated to appropriate water quality standards
(existing conditions prior to impact).
▪ Ballasted track areas do not require any water quality
mitigation.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required as there are minimal to no indirect
impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ A stormwater management plan (SWMP) will be developed
and implemented that specifies BMPs to minimize soil
erosion, and methods for monitoring conditions before, during
and after construction.
▪ Stabilization BMPs, such as mulching, temporary seeding, or
erosion control blankets, will be used.
▪ Temporary erosion control BMPs will be used to reduce
disturbance, such as staging construction, minimizing access
areas, temporary seeding, early final grading and seeding of
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Direct Impacts
▪ Approximately 60 acres would be impacted, of which
approximately 50 acres would occur in areas that have been
recently graded, previously disturbed and reseeded, or used for
grazing.
▪ Several ornamental trees and shrubs would be removed from
commercial landscaped areas north of Lincoln.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Approximately 20 acres of unpaved, disturbed ground would be
susceptible to spread of weedy plant species especially along
drainage ditches beside track.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Approximately 20 acres of temporary impacts.

Vegetation and
Noxious Weeds

ES-18

Direct Impacts
▪ Minimal impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Potential impacts to Cottonwood Creek floodplain.

Impacts

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Floodplains

Resource

Table ES-2:
Mitigation
completed areas, clean water diversions, silt fences, erosion
bales, erosion control blankets, sediment traps, sediment
basins, soil stockpile management, and temporary diversion
structures. These BMPs will be installed prior to ground
disturbance activities.
▪ A spill control plan will be developed.
▪ Operational monitoring and supply wells will be protected or
replaced in the same or similar location depending on the site
conditions. Non-operational monitoring and supply wells will
be abandoned in accordance with state requirements.
Direct Impacts
▪ Adherence to all Urban Drainage and Flood Control District
(UDFCD) and local jurisdiction floodplain requirements.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Impacts due to development would be avoided through
adherence to local development requirements.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Construction impacts to floodplains and drainage areas in the
study area would be avoided or minimized to comply with
federal, state, and local permit regulations.
▪ Appropriate BMPs would be used during construction
activities to minimize impacts.
Direct Impacts
▪ Replace any trees impacted based on the requirements of
local governments and/or CDOT.
▪ When possible, use native species for landscape plantings at
Park-n-Ride and stations.
▪ If impacts occur to riparian areas within CDOT right-of-way,
Senate Bill 40 Certification will be necessary and obtained.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Develop noxious weed management plan.
▪ Perform continuous weed control within CDOT and RTD
rights-of-way, and replant native species throughout the
project until construction completion.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Reseed with native species, control invasive species, and use
weed-free hay/mulch within the right-of-way.
▪ Revegetate disturbed areas that would not be paved or part
of the new track embankment.
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Hazardous Materials
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Impacts
Direct Impacts
▪ Similar to temporary construction impacts below; however,
minimal to no impacts are anticipated.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Loss of slope stability can be triggered by excavation, loading,
wetting, and/or devegetation.
▪ Erosion and aggradation can be prompted by cut or fill,
exposure of erodible soil or bedrock, devegetation, changes in
flow direction or volume of surface water. These may interact
with slope stability.
▪ Ground surface settlement can occur in fine-grained lowstrength soils or windblown deposits and in under-compacted
artificial fill.
▪ Adverse substrate or groundwater conditions may influence the
design.
▪ Topographic relief, range and distribution of elevations, bedrock
exposure, and drainages can influence alignment placement
and design.
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts are anticipated because no potential hazardous
material sites are identified within or adjacent to properties to be
acquired or construction areas.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Potential to encounter unidentified contaminated materials
during construction activities.
▪ Protection of construction workers.
▪ Water quality protection.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Resource
Mineral Resources,
Geology, and Soils

Table ES-2:

Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Prepare a Materials Management Plan to address the
potential to encounter contaminated soil and groundwater.
▪ Complete an asbestos survey and a lead-based paint survey
on structures proposed for demolition, if applicable.
▪ Prepare and implement a Health and Safety Plan to protect
worker health and safety.
▪ Comply with Occupational Safety and Health Administration
requirements for construction workers who may be exposed
to hazardous materials.
▪ Follow CDOT 250 Specification for hazardous materials when
on CDOT right-of-way.
▪ Implement construction BMPs in accordance with Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan. BMPs may include secondary
containment areas for refueling construction equipment,

Mitigation
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation required as there are minimal to no direct
impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required as there are minimal to no indirect
impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Appropriate design and development of the slope profile and
slope cuts, limited devegetation, slope cover during
construction, prompt revegetation of slopes, temporary or
permanent dewatering systems, retaining walls,
appropriately engineered fill.
▪ Pre-flooding and/or dewatering, removal of adverse
substrate, engineered backfill, geotextiles or geogrids.
▪ Appropriate design and development, coated and resistant
steel and concrete, subsurface drainage and dewatering
systems, specialized piers and footings, deep foundation
systems, overexcavation, appropriately engineered backfills.
▪ Appropriate structural designs for existing topography.
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Direct Impacts
▪ No direct impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minor project-related indirect visual impacts would not alter
those characteristics that render the Schweiger Ranch (5DA
1753) property eligible for the NRHP.
▪ Through the Section 106 process, it was determined that the
LPA would have no adverse effect to the Schweiger Ranch
(5DA 1753).
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Impacts from construction activities such as dust and roadway
detours, and light from nighttime construction.
▪ Potential impacts to archaeological or paleontological resources
from unexpected discoveries.
Direct Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal to no impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary impacts during construction to police, fire, and
emergency response times due to potential roadway closures
and detours.

Cultural Resources

ES-20

Direct Impacts
▪ While there would be visual changes from the project, no
significant visual impacts would occur from new bridges, Parkn-Ride facility and parking structures, light rail transit (LRT)
track elements, or vegetation removal.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal impacts from new views of increased vehicle
movement near RidgeGate Station.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Minimal impacts from views of temporary construction activities
and vegetation removal.

Visual and Aesthetic
Resources

Public Safety and
Security

Impacts

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Resource

Table ES-2:
Mitigation
berms or ponds to control runoff, and a monitoring program to
test stormwater for contaminants prior to discharge from the
construction site.
Direct Impacts
▪ Coordinate with local municipalities and developers in the
design of station area improvements.
▪ Coordinate with local municipalities and developers to
incorporate aesthetic treatments, such as color and texture,
for structural elements, including parking lot retaining walls,
parking structure, and bridge structure.
▪ Pursue use of lighting standards to shield light to prevent light
trespass.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Revegetate impacted areas with native species as soon as
practicable upon construction completion.
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Use materials for retaining walls and parking structure that
would be compatible in color, texture, and design to the
surrounding natural environment, and would not greatly
contrast with the area landscape surrounding the historic
Schweiger Ranch.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Maintain access to Schweiger Ranch during construction.
▪ FTA and RTD will immediately contact SHPO should any post
review discoveries be made during construction.
▪ FTA and RTD will also notify the Pueblo of Laguna if
additional resources are found.
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation required as there are minimal to no direct
impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required as there are minimal to no indirect
impacts.
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Direct Impacts
▪ Most right-of-way needs will be met through agreements with
the City of Lone Tree, Coventry Development Corporation, and
CDOT.
▪ No residential acquisitions would be required, and no business
or residential relocations would be required.
▪ Would require between 29 and 35 acres from 33 parcels,
depending on the RidgeGate parking option selected. Acreages
include approximately 12 acres for the LRT alignment.
▪ Parking Option 1 in 2019 would require acquisition of
approximately 21 acres. Parking Option 1 would require 15
acres in 2035.
▪ Parking Option 2 would require acquisition of approximately 15
acres, which is the land required for both proposed parking
structures (one in 2019 and the second in 2035) that would be

Land Acquisitions,
Displacements and
Relocations of
Existing Uses
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Direct Impacts
▪ Approximately 40 potential utility impacts including electrical,
street lighting feeds, fiber optics, telephone, cable, water,
sanitary sewers, gas, and storm sewer lines.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Additional utility station areas and resources needed because
of increased population densities as a result of TOD.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary service interruptions to protect or relocate utilities as
needed.

Impacts

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Utilities

Resource

Table ES-2:
Mitigation
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Provide service providers with adequate detour information,
including advanced notice before construction, to ensure
access is maintained during construction.
▪ Coordinate with Colorado State Patrol regarding operational
issues as they relate to safety and security.
Direct Impacts
▪ Avoid utilities during final design and construction.
▪ Reinforce or protect utilities through casing and other
construction methods.
▪ Use cathodic protection to mitigate corrosion or electrical
grounding to mitigate effects of induced voltages caused by
alternating current.
▪ Relocate utilities in coordination with the utility owner or
municipality.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Ensure that disruption of service provided by the existing
utilities infrastructure is limited.
▪ Conduct detailed field survey and coordinate with utility
owners and municipalities.
▪ Coordinate temporary interruptions in utility service with
affected property owners and tenants.
Direct Impacts
▪ The acquisition of real property interests will fully comply with
the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended (Uniform Act)
and the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
The Uniform Act applies to all acquisitions of real property or
displacements of people resulting from federal or federally
assisted programs or projects.
▪ All affected owners will be provided notification of the
acquiring agency’s intent to acquire an interest in their
property, including a written offer letter of just compensation
specifically describing those property interests.
▪ RTD will coordinate with property owner during the final
design process to seek ways to minimize parking impacts and
identify opportunities to replace parking removed as a result
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Impacts
acquired at the same time.
▪ North of Lincoln Avenue, portions of three commercial
properties (less than 1.15 acre) adjoining the reserved 25-foot
right-of-way would be acquired.
▪ Approximately 22 parking spaces would be permanently
removed from one commercial property north of Lincoln
Avenue.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ An estimated eight acres of temporary construction easements
may be needed on adjacent property to gain access.
▪ Property access may be temporarily impacted.
▪ Construction could affect surrounding roadways through
temporary lane closures and/or detours.
Wetlands:
Direct Impacts
▪ Two non-jurisdictional wetlands (SE-9 and SE-10) would be
impacted. Approximately 9,629 square feet of the 10,953square-foot Wetland SE-9 would be impacted from Havana
Street improvements. It is anticipated that the entire Wetland
SE-10 (290 square feet) would be impacted by construction of
the RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride under both parking options.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No indirect impacts to study area wetlands are anticipated.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary impacts to SE-8, a 450-square foot, nonjurisdictional wetland.
▪ Temporary sedimentation, vegetation removal, and water
quality degradation.
Waters of the U.S.
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary sedimentation, vegetation removal, and water
quality degradation.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Wetlands and Waters
of the U.S.

Resource

Table ES-2:

Wetlands:
Direct Impacts
▪ RTD will work to further reduce wetland impacts during final
design.
▪ Impacts to the non-jurisdictional wetlands (SE-9 and SE-10)
will be mitigated by purchasing credits from a wetland
mitigation bank within the Cherry Creek Watershed.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Indirect impacts from spread of noxious weeds will be
mitigated through the noxious weed management plan that
will be developed for the project.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Appropriate permanent BMPs will be utilized to stabilize the
soil within the study area.
▪ If construction contractor determines that temporary impacts
to jurisdictional wetlands will occur to gain site access, the
contractor will need to obtain appropriate permits from the
USACE.
▪ Wetlands temporarily affected during construction will be
restored to pre-construction conditions.
▪ Construction zones will be fenced, and wetland areas near
construction access will be covered with layers of geotextile,
straw, or soil prior to use in order to minimize impacts.
▪ The limits of disturbance will be fenced during construction to

Mitigation
of the project.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Coordinate use with specific property owners where a
temporary construction easement is required.
▪ Temporary access will be provided during normal business
hours.
▪ Adequate detours, including advanced notice and signing will
be provided before beginning construction.
▪ Adjacent property used during construction activities will be
returned to original conditions, once construction is complete.
▪ Special use permits to access CDOT right-of-way during
construction will be obtained.
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Wildlife

Resource

Table ES-2:
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Direct Impacts
▪ Approximately 60 acres of wildlife habitat impacts; total
permanently impacted acreage beneath the LPA, including
RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride, would be 40 acres.
▪ Some wildlife displacement would occur.
▪ Red-tailed hawk next near Cottonwood Creek would likely be
abandoned after construction begins because of proximity to
development of the planned Lone Tree City Center and LPA.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal indirect impacts because project area is composed of
developed or developing areas that have already or soon will be
bisected by roadways, including I-25 and RidgeGate Parkway.
▪ Indirect impacts to aquatic life and amphibians in the project
area along Cottonwood Creek from erosion along riverbanks.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Minimal temporary construction impacts to wildlife. Wildlife
currently occupying or using project area for forage or prey is
likely accustomed to noise and movement due to proximity to I25 and rapid developing areas. Increased noise and activity
during construction may cause wildlife to temporarily leave
area.

Impacts

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation
Mitigation
avoid inadvertent temporary impacts.
▪ Wetland areas, used for construction access, will be covered
with a layer of geotextile, straw, and soil prior to use. After
construction is completed, temporary structures, fill, and
geotextile will be removed.
Waters of the U.S.:
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation is necessary.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is necessary.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Appropriate BMP mandates by the federal, state, and local
regulatory agencies will be used to avoid and minimize
construction–related impacts.
▪ If construction contractor determines that temporary impacts
to jurisdictional waters of the U.S. will occur to gain site
access, the contractor will need to obtain appropriate permits
from the USACE.
Direct Impacts
▪ RTD will comply with the requirements of the MBTA (refer to
temporary construction mitigation below).
Indirect Impacts
▪ Use BMPs to avoid water quality impacts to, and tree removal
along Cottonwood Creek.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ RTD will comply with the requirements of the MBTA.
▪ Although provisions of the MBTA are applicable year-round,
most migratory bird nesting activity in eastern Colorado
occurs during April 1 to August 31. However, some migratory
birds are known to nest outside of primary nesting season
(e.g., raptors can nest in woodland habitats between
February 1 and July 15).
▪ If construction is planned to occur during primary nesting
season or at any other time that may result in the take of
nesting migratory birds, the USFWS recommends that RTD
have a qualified biologist conduct a field survey of affected
habitats and structures to determine absence or presence of
nesting migratory birds.
▪ Conduct nesting bird surveys during the nesting season. In
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Direct Impacts
▪ Approximately 4.4 acres of impacts to the approximately 275acre prairie dog Colony A south of Lincoln Avenue and east of
I-25.
▪ RidgeGate Station Parking Option 1 would impact
approximately 9.29 acres of prairie dog Colony C in 2019 and a
total of approximately 10.29 acres of Colony C in 2035.
▪ RidgeGate Station Parking Option 2 would impact
approximately 7.02 acres of Colony C in 2019 and an additional
approximate 3.27 acres in 2035, with a total impact to Colony C
in 2035 of approximately 10.29 acres.
▪ Havana Street and RidgeGate Parkway improvements would
impact approximately 1.4 acres of prairie dog Colony B.
▪ Total prairie dog impacts (Colonies A, B, and C: approximately
16.1 acres.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Indirect impacts to aquatic life and amphibian species may
occur from erosion within the study area.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Common garter snake and northern leopard frog could
experience some impacts from potential changes in water
quality during construction. BMPs would avoid such impacts.
▪ Direct mortality of black-tailed prairie dogs could occur during
construction-related ground clearing, earth-movement, and
vehicle collisions.
▪ Potential indirect effects to Piping Plover, Least Tern, Whooping
Crane, western prairie fringed orchid, and the pallid sturgeon
and their habitats by water depletions in the Platte River
system.

Impacts
▪ Direct mortality of small terrestrial and burrowing animals could
occur during construction-related ground clearing and earthmovement and collisions with construction vehicles.
▪ Disturbance of migratory birds, such as the active red-tailed
hawk nest observed in the immediate vicinity of the LPA at
Cottonwood Creek, are subject to the MBTA.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Threatened,
Endangered, and
Sensitive Species

Resource

Table ES-2:
Mitigation
some cases, such as on bridges or other similar structures,
nesting can be prevented until construction is complete
▪ Contact the USFWS Colorado field office immediately for
further guidance if field survey identifies the existence of one
or more active bird nests that cannot be avoided by planned
construction activities. Adherence to these guidelines will help
avoid the unnecessary take of migratory birds and the
possible need for law enforcement action. RTD will
coordinate with CPW and implement their Raptor Guidelines,
as needed.
Direct Impacts
▪ RTD/the contractor will adhere to the FasTracks Prairie Dog
Mitigation Policy. The FasTracks program first established its
Prairie Dog Mitigation Policy in 2007, as RTD takes seriously
its efforts to avoid, minimize or mitigate for impacts to our
environment. The mitigation policy states (in order of
preference) that RTD will:
- First avoid, minimize and/or mitigate for impacts to prairie
dogs if feasible;
- Second, relocate prairie dogs if RTD can obtain permission
and find property and the relocation is not cost prohibitive;
- Third, donate prairie dogs to raptor rehabilitation programs
or to the USFWS ferret program;
- Finally, humanely euthanize on site as a last resort.
▪ The policy clearly states, “At no time will RTD authorize earthmoving activities that result in the burying of live prairie dogs.”
In an effort to find suitable land for relocations, RTD has
established a Working Group composed of interested parties
to look for ways to clear the obstacles RTD has encountered
in trying to implement live relocations.
▪ Burrowing owl surveys will be conducted within one year prior
to construction.
▪ Vegetation and trees removed along Cottonwood Creek will
be replaced.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Permanent BMPs will be implemented to control erosion.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ BMPs will be implemented during construction to control
erosion.
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Transportation

Resource

Table ES-2:

ES-25

Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts on opening day
▪ 2035: Decreased Level of Service at the intersection of
RidgeGate Parkway and Havana Street.
▪ 2035: the Park-n-Ride Access #1 may reach capacity.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Motorists would experience travel delays during some periods
of construction.
▪ Temporary closure of sidewalks along Lincoln Avenue and
RidgeGate Parkway during construction of the light rail bridges
over those roads to ensure the safety of sidewalk users.

Impacts

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation
Mitigation
▪ A construction barrier between construction areas and active
prairie dog colonies will be erected to minimize interaction
with adjacent colonies.
▪ Prairie dogs will be removed from the construction side of the
barriers prior to the initiation of ground-disturbing construction
activities.
▪ As a result of the Biological Opinion (BO) obtained from the
USFWS, water usage during construction will be tracked and
gallons used will be provided to the FasTracks environmental
group on an annual basis.
Direct Impacts
▪ The RidgeGate Parkway/Havana Street intersection will be
monitored from opening day to 2035. RTD and the local
jurisdiction will work together to determine the timing of the
need for improvements and the responsibilities for
implementing these improvements.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Access to local neighborhoods will be maintained. The exact
location of detour notifications and signage will be determined
during final design.
▪ Near each station, vehicular traffic and access to local
businesses will be maintained throughout construction using
construction traffic control methods to be determined during
final design.
▪ RTD will coordinate with the City of Lone Tree to identify
sidewalk detour routes.
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Chapter 1.0 Purpose and Need
1.1

Introduction

In November 2004, the Regional Transportation District (RTD) voters approved the FasTracks
initiative to expand and improve public transit service within the Denver Metropolitan Region
(Metro Region). The comprehensive FasTracks Plan, which formed the basis of the FasTracks
ballot initiative, includes the construction and operation of new fixed-guideway transit lines,
improved bus service, and Park-n-Rides throughout the Metro Region. The Southeast Extension
was included in the RTD FasTracks program and is in the currently adopted Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP). The fixed-guideway transit elements (rail and bus rapid transit) of
the FasTracks Plan are shown in Figure 1-1.

1.2

Purpose of this Chapter

This chapter documents the development of the project Purpose and Need for the Southeast
Extension project. The Purpose and Need was developed, reviewed, and refined by the project
team, the Local Governments Team (LGT), the Agency Working Group (AWG) and the public
through LGT meetings, AWG meetings and public meetings. The project team consists of FTA
and an interdisciplinary team of planners, engineers, environmental scientists and other relevant
disciplines from RTD and RTD’s consultants. The LGT consists of representatives from the City
of Lone Tree, Douglas County, the Town of Parker and the Rampart Range Metro District. The
AWG consists of FTA, the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), the Colorado Department
of Transportation (CDOT), Colorado Department of Public Health and the Environment
(CDPHE) Air Pollution Control Division (APCD), Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (USACE), and the Denver
Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG).
The Purpose and Need defined the overall problem to be solved in the Southeast Extension
study area and served to guide the selection of the alternative that best meets a balance of
environmental, community, and cost-effectiveness criteria. The Purpose and Need was used to
define the evaluation criteria and to compare and select the alternatives. The alternative that
was found to best meet the Purpose and Need was selected as the Locally Preferred Alternative
(LPA). The LPA was adopted by the RTD Board of Directors in February 2012. (See Chapter 2
for the evaluation of alternatives and the selection of the LPA.)

1.3

Project Location and Study Area

The Southeast Extension study area is located in northern Douglas County, and includes the
City of Lone Tree and portions of Highlands Ranch and the Town of Parker. It begins at the
existing end-of-line Lincoln light rail transit (LRT) Station and extends south along I-25 to the I25/RidgeGate Parkway interchange. It includes areas of planned development south of Lincoln
Avenue on the east and west side of I-25.
The proposed project would serve commuters and residents in the Southeast Denver Metro
Region, primarily in the City of Lone Tree and northern Douglas County. The study area was
developed using results from the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) travel
demand model to define the relevant travel markets for the development of alternatives. The
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Figure 1-1:

FasTracks Plan
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study area is composed of Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs) defining the travel markets.
TAZs are defined geographic areas used for transportation modeling. The travel markets were
defined by identifying the origin and destination zones of the majority of trips to and from the
study area. The study area has multiple boundaries for analysis including:


Project study area – This is the broader area of the project’s indirect impacts. It
includes the travel markets for the project.



Project direct impact area – This area is generally defined by direct impacts of the
project, and varies by environmental resource.

TAZs representing high and medium levels of traffic attracted to the station locations create a
reasonable boundary for the larger study area, which is shown on Figure 1-2.

1.4

Background and Project History

The Southeast Extension is part of the 2004 FasTracks Plan, and is intended to extend transit
service from the existing end-of-line station at Lincoln Avenue south into the planned Lone Tree
City Center to serve the increased population and employment generated by planned
development in the City of Lone Tree.
Previously, several Southeast Extension planning studies were conducted. These include:




1.5

Southeast Corridor/Lone Tree Light Rail Extension Limited Major Investment
Study (LMIS) (July 2003), prepared by the City of Lone Tree and the Rampart Range
Metro District: This study was conducted by the City of Lone Tree and the Rampart
Range Metro District in cooperation with RTD, to define and evaluate light rail
alternatives for the extension of transit from Lincoln Station south to RidgeGate
Parkway. The selected alternative was included in the FasTracks Plan that was
approved by the voters in 2004.
Southeast Corridor Extension Environmental Evaluation (EE) (March 2010),
prepared by RTD: The alignment and station locations selected as a preferred
alternative in the LMIS were further defined in the EE, which was accompanied by basic
engineering design. Project changes from the LMIS to EE included a vertical alignment
and station change from below grade to at-grade in the Lone Tree City Center station
and station area; and further definition of the grade-separated crossing at RidgeGate
Parkway. As defined in the EE, the alignment would go under RidgeGate Parkway in a
cut-and-cover configuration. Environmental impacts of the build alternative were
evaluated and mitigation measures were defined.

Purpose for the Proposed Action

The purpose of the Southeast Extension project is to extend the existing LRT alignment and to
provide new transit service from the existing end-of-line LRT station at Lincoln Avenue south to
RidgeGate Parkway, to address increased population and employment within the study area.
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Figure 1-2:

Study Area
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1.6

Need for the Project

The Southeast Extension project would address several transportation related needs in the
Southeast Corridor and South Denver Metropolitan Area. These needs were identified through
previous planning efforts and travel demand data. The needs include:


Need for improved regional connectivity.



Need to meet travel demand resulting from growing population and employment.



Need to provide a transit alternative to congested I-25.



Need to provide a transit alternative compatible with the existing and planned transit
network.



Need to meet the voter’s 2004 FasTracks mandate.



Need to reflect community and regional plans and be consistent with existing and
planned land uses.



Need to attract new transit riders.



Need to provide a transit alternative that connects activity centers in the I-25
transportation corridor, south of Lincoln Station, that are located on both the east and
west sides of I-25.

The project needs are described below:


The need for improved regional connectivity. Currently, the Denver Metro Region
has gaps in multi-modal regional transit connectivity. FasTracks is a plan to fill major
gaps in the RTD rail system. The Southeast Corridor is one of the region’s highest
priority travel corridors. It connects two of the region’s largest employment areas
(Downtown Denver and the I-25 South Corridor, which includes the Denver
Technological Center and Inverness), and continues to have a steady growth in traffic
volume, congestion, and transit demand. The increase in transit demand is
demonstrated by the strong LRT ridership that occurred on the Southeast Corridor two
years after its opening year in 2006. Southeast ridership contributed to the LRT
systemwide average weekday ridership total of 64,369 in 2010. The E, F, and H lines
totaled almost 37,717 riders per average weekday in 2010.
The proposed action will extend transit further into Lone Tree in Douglas County, serving
a future urban center and a large population center. The extension of transit will ensure
connectivity between the City of Lone Tree and the other rapidly developing
communities in its vicinity, downtown Denver, and the rest of the region.



The need to meet travel demand resulting from growing population and
employment.
Regional Population and Employment Increases: The Denver Metro Region is one of
the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the United States (U.S.).
According to DRCOG, 1.5 million more people and 920,000 new jobs are expected in
the Denver Metro Region by 2035. Much of this growth is projected to occur in the outer
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suburbs and along major transportation corridors. DRCOG estimates indicate that
Douglas County and the Southeast Corridor (I-25 Corridor) will remain one of the most
rapidly developing areas in the Denver Metro Region.
Douglas County Population and Employment Increases: Douglas County population
and employment will continue to increase more rapidly than the Metro Region averages
(DRCOG). Douglas County was the fastest growing county in the U.S. between 1990
and 2000, almost tripling its population to 175,000. DRCOG estimates that employment
is projected to more than double in the County between 2005 and 2035, an increase of
123,281 jobs. Moreover, the rate of population growth is expected to exceed
employment growth. The County is expected to add 310,168 residents by 2035, a 125
percent increase over the 2005 population.
Study Area Population and Employment Increases: The Southeast Extension study
area will experience a 300 percent increase in jobs compared to 62 percent increase for
the Metro Region by 2035 (DRCOG). Population in the Southeast Extension study area
is expected to increase by 125 percent between 2005 and 2035, compared to 58 percent
population growth in the Metro Region. Most of this growth will occur within the City of
Lone Tree’s municipal planning area, and is attributed to the planned RidgeGate
development located south of Lincoln Avenue.


The need to provide a transit alternative to congested I-25. One consequence of the
development and growth in the Denver Metro Region is a dramatic increase in the
number of vehicle miles traveled since the early 1990s. This is primarily a result of
development patterns that have separated residential and employment land uses,
increase in two-wage earner households, and more discretionary (non-work) trips
occurring in the Metro Region. In fact, study area vehicle miles traveled (VMT) has
grown faster (53 percent), and is projected to continue growing faster, than the Metro
Region’s population (30 percent) through 2035.
The effects of this trend are clear along I-25, which parallels the Southeast Extension
project from the current end-of line Lincoln Station to the proposed new terminus at
RidgeGate Parkway near mile post 192. This approximately 1.5-mile stretch of I-25 has
experienced increased use as the region has grown and expanded. The increase in
VMT is projected to result in severe congestion. Existing and future roadway conditions
in the study area are shown in Figure 1-3.
Average weekday traffic on I-25 between Lincoln Avenue and RidgeGate Parkway is
projected to increase from approximately 130,000 vehicles per day in 2017 to
approximately 200,000 vehicles per day in 2035. Also, by 2035, congestion delay along
I-25 within the study area is likely to increase to four hours each day. The number of
hours per day of delay in the corridor is projected to increase more than 16-fold over
2006 conditions. In response to this congestion, extending transit in the Southeast
Corridor would provide needed mobility in a corridor projected to be heavily congested.
The extension of transit from the current end-of-line Lincoln Station for the Southeast
Corridor light rail line to RidgeGate Parkway will serve a substantial number of trips with
origins throughout southern Douglas County.
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Figure 1-3:

Existing and Future Roadway Conditions in Study Area

Source: RTD, 2012

Given forecasts of increasing population, employment, and congestion in the Southeast
Extension study area, extending transit in the study area would provide an alternative to
automobile travel, offsetting projected increases in highway travel times. By 2035:
-

Regional person trips will increase by 59 percent.

-

Regional VMT will increase by 72 percent from 66 million to 113 million.

-

Regional Vehicle Hours Traveled (VHT) will increase by 107 percent.

-

Regional roadway lane miles with more than 3 hours per day of severe congestion
will increase by 203 percent.

-

Regional vehicle hours of delay will increase 353 percent.

-

Study area VMT has grown faster and will continue to increase faster than the Metro
Region population (30 percent).

-

Average vehicle speeds during peak hours of travel will decrease by 33 percent.
During non-peak hours, speeds will decrease by 17 percent.
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-

Automobile and bus travel times from RidgeGate Parkway to Denver Union Station
will increase from 40 minutes in 2005 to 71 minutes in 2035, an increase of 78
percent.

Extending transit in the Southeast Corridor would offer an alternative to the automobile
to existing and future residents of unincorporated Douglas County, City of Lone Tree,
and the other rapidly growing communities in Douglas County, such as Parker to the
east, and Castle Pines and Castle Rock to the south. As congestion and delay on I-25
and surrounding roadways increase, transit in the Southeast Corridor offers needed
mobility and connectivity to the larger Metro Region.


The need to provide a transit alternative compatible with the existing and planned
transit network. The Southeast Extension would provide a transit alternative with
convenient and effective connectivity to existing and planned transit service within the
study area and other regional destinations to benefit existing riders and attract new
riders.



The need to meet voter’s 2004 mandate. Voters in the Denver Metro area approved
the 2004 FasTracks Plan. The purpose of the plan was to provide improved
transportation choices and options for the citizens of the RTD, increase transit mode
share during peak travel times, and establish a proactive plan that balances transit
needs with future regional growth.
The extension of the Southeast Rail Line to RidgeGate Parkway was one of the projects
included in the FasTracks Plan.



The need to reflect community and regional plans and be consistent with existing
and planned land uses. The Southeast Extension should be consistent with previous
planning efforts, including the Southeast Corridor LMIS, the FasTracks Plan, the 2035
Fiscally Constrained RTP, and DRCOG’s 2035 Metro Vision Plan, Senate Bill 208
Report, and other associated RTD planning studies. It should also be consistent with
Douglas County and City of Lone Tree plans for the future development south of Lincoln
Avenue.



The need to attract new transit riders. It is anticipated that providing a transit
alternative to the automobile would offset the projected increases in highway travel times
as a result of increases in population and employment in the Southeast Corridor. The
Southeast Extension should provide an attractive alternative to automobile travel by
providing convenient and reliable transit service to those who work or live in Lone Tree
and areas farther south, such as Castle Pines and Castle Rock.



The need to provide a transit alternative that connects activity centers in the I-25
transportation corridor, south of Lincoln Station, that are located on both the east
and west sides of I-25. The RidgeGate Development area is bisected by I-25. The
development has been planned to encourage less dependence on the automobile
through convenient access to mass transit and pedestrian/bicycle pathways. The
Southeast Extension should provide a non-automobile alternative for access to activity
centers planned on both sides of I-25, alleviating the highway’s barrier effect.
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Chapter 2.0 Alternatives Considered
2.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the Alternatives Analysis process that was used to develop criteria,
screen alternatives, and select a Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) for the Southeast
Extension project.
A range of alternatives to provide transit service from the existing Lincoln light rail transit (LRT)
Station south to RidgeGate Parkway in the south Denver Metro Region were analyzed.
Alternatives considered included a No Action Alternative, three LRT Alternatives, and a
Transportation System Management (TSM) Alternative. The Alternatives Analysis (AA) process
and findings provide the foundation for this Environmental Assessment (EA).
Since completion of the AA, additional screening has been conducted to further refine the
selected LPA. Two options for the configuration of end-of-line station parking were evaluated.


Section 2.2 describes the AA process including the alternatives development, screening
process, and criteria.



Section 2.3 describes the results of the screening process and the selection of a LPA.



Section 2.4 describes the options for the parking at the end-of-line station.

2.1.1 Funding
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) intends to seek New Starts Grant funding from the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for the LPA examined in this EA. The New Starts program,
involves a multi-year, multi-step process that project sponsors must complete before a project is
eligible for funding. The steps in the process and the basic requirements of the program can be
found on FTA’s website at www.fta.dot.gov.
FTA must evaluate and rate proposed projects seeking New Starts Grant funding on a set of
project justification and local financial commitment criteria specified in law. The criteria evaluate
the merits of the project and the projects sponsor’s ability to build and operate it as well as the
existing transit system. FTA assigns ratings from low to high based on information that project
sponsors submit on the project cost, benefits, requested amount of New Starts Grant funds, and
overall financial plan. Projects must receive a medium or better overall rating to advance
through the steps in the process and be eligible for funding from the program. As projects
proceed through the steps in the process, information concerning costs, benefits, and impacts is
refined and the ratings are updated to reflect new information.

2.2

Alternatives Development, Screening Process, and Criteria

2.2.1 Alternatives Developed and Evaluated
The project team developed a range of alternatives to evaluate based on their ability to meet the
project’s Purpose and Need and satisfy cost effectiveness, land use, and other evaluation
criteria (described in Section 2.3 of this document).
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The AA process is a standardized FTA process and this analysis can be found in Appendix B of
this document. The AA process included input and review by the LGT, the AWG and the public.
The alternatives evaluated include:






No Action Alternative
TSM Alternative
LRT Along I-25 Alternative
LRT on Environmental Evaluation (EE) Alignment (overpass)
LRT on EE Alignment (underpass)

Refer to Section 3.1 of the Alternative Analysis Report in Appendix B for a detailed description
of the alternatives evaluated.

2.3

Screening Process and Criteria

As noted above, the alternatives were developed and screened during the AA process in 2012
(the AA document describing this process and the results can be found in Appendix B of this
document). This EA references the planning/AA process and relies on its results based on the
joint FTA/Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) guidance “Linking the Transportation
Planning and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Processes” (February 2005).
The project team evaluated the alternatives in a two-step screening process (Level 1 and Level
2 screening) that built on previous planning efforts and took into account the project Purpose
and Need, operations, engineering criteria, environmental considerations, and community and
agency input.
The alternatives described above in Section 2.2.1 were evaluated in detail. The goals of the
Southeast Extension Alternatives Analysis include:


Provide a cost-effective extension of transit service in the Southeast Corridor.



Extend high-quality and reliable transit services in the corridor that reduce travel times,
reduce delays, and increase travel comfort to encourage travel by more efficient and
environmentally sensitive means than vehicular travel.



Enhance access to jobs, entertainment, recreation, shopping, and medical facilities for
existing and future residents of the Southeast Corridor.



Minimize environmental impacts.



Improve the environmental sustainability and the development of sustainable
communities.

2.3.1 Level 1 Screening Results
During Level 1 screening, the project team performed a qualitative assessment of the
alternatives against the following screening criteria developed for the project:





Ability to meet project’s Purpose and Need
Consistency with past plans and studies
Consistency with local land use plans
Technical feasibility
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Affordability
Irreconcilable environmental impacts

Refer to Section 3.2.1 of the Alternatives Analysis Report in Appendix B for detailed information
concerning the Level 1 screening process.

Level 1 Screening Results Summary
Based on the Level 1 screening results, all alternatives except the LRT Along West Side of I-25
Alternative were advanced to Level 2 screening. The LRT Along West Side of I-25 Alternative
was dismissed from further consideration for the following reasons:


Does not meet Purpose and Need as well as other alternatives.



Is inconsistent with Limited Major Investment Study (LMIS), EE, and 2004 FasTracks
Plan.



Is inconsistent with RidgeGate planned development.



Would incur additional project costs due to engineering needs (topography and
excavation) and cost of right-of-way acquisition.



Has the highest estimated cost of all LRT alternatives developed and evaluated.



Lacks public and agency support.

2.3.2 Level 2 Screening Results
At the Level 2 screening, the project team evaluated the remaining alternatives based on
performance against the following screening criteria:







Transit supportive land uses
Mobility improvements
Cost-effectiveness
Operating efficiencies
Environmental impacts
Public and agency support

Refer to Section 3.2.2 of the Alternatives Analysis Report in Appendix B for detailed information
concerning the results of the Level 2 screening process.

2.3.3 Design Modifications Following Level 2 Screening
Design refinements occurred after completion of Level 2 screening based on results of traffic
modeling updates and stakeholder input. These design refinements resulted in the development
of two parking options at the proposed end-of-line RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride, as described
below:


Option 1: This option would provide a 1,300-space surface parking lot on opening
day (2019). In 2035, the surface parking lot could be replaced with two parking
structures that would accommodate a total of 2,100 parking spaces. The southern
parking structure would consist of four levels and the northern parking structure
would consist of three levels.
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Option 2: This option would provide one 4-level, 1,300-space parking structure on
opening day (2019). In 2035, an additional 3-level parking structure could be built
north of the first structure that would provide 800 parking spaces, for a total of 2,100
spaces.

The two parking structures in 2035 would be the same design and configuration under both
parking options. Options 1 and 2 were assessed for impacts as part of this EA.

2.4

Identification of the Locally Preferred Alternative

Based on the results of project scoping, alternatives development and screening, and public and
agency input received, the project team determined that the LRT EE Alignment Alternative
(RidgeGate overpass) would best meet the project Purpose and Need, and other criteria as
previously described. The decision process and results for the identification of the proposed
LPA can be found in Appendix B of this document. The LPA was selected for the following
reasons:


Costs for this alternative are within budget, and the RidgeGate Parkway overpass
included in this alternative would be less costly than the underpass alternative.



The alternative is consistent with the Denver Regional Council of Governments
(DRCOG) MetroVision Plan, City of Lone Tree Comprehensive Plan, Douglas County
Comprehensive Plan; and the RidgeGate planned development zoning.



The alternative would meet the identified travel market demand and improve mobility by:
- Reducing travel time over the No Action and TSM alternatives.
- Attracting new transit riders.
- Serving Sky Ridge Medical Center and the planned Lone Tree City Center.
- Reducing vehicle miles traveled.
- Providing connectivity and serving riders traveling between the east and west
sides of I-25.



The preliminary environmental screening for the alternative (during the EE) indicated
that no major environmental impacts would occur by implementation of this alternative.
This EA evaluates whether or not there would be any major environmental impacts that
would rise to a level of significance. The alternative has a high level of public and agency
support.

2.5

Description of the Locally Preferred Alternative

The LPA includes a 2.3-mile, double-track light rail extension that runs south from the existing
Lincoln Station along the west side of I-25, crosses to the east side of I-25 just north of the Sky
Ridge Medical Center, and continues south to the RidgeGate Parkway interchange. This
alternative provides three new stations. The Sky Ridge Avenue Station across from the Sky
Ridge Medical Center and the Lone Tree City Center Station situated in the core of the
RidgeGate planned development are both planned as kiss-n-ride stations without parking. A
new end-of-line station at RidgeGate Parkway would provide a Park-n-Ride. Access to the
RidgeGate Station would be provided from Havana Street via two access roads. All three
stations would accommodate feeder bus service. The light rail tracks would be grade separated
via an overpass where they cross Lincoln Avenue, I-25, and RidgeGate Parkway. One at-grade
crossing is proposed on a minor roadway near the Sky Ridge Station.
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Subsequent to completion of the AA and Level 2 screening, two parking design options were
considered at the RidgeGate Station as described in Section 2.3.3.
The LPA is shown on Figure 2-1. RidgeGate Station parking design Options 1 and 2 in 2019
and 2035 are shown on Figure 2-2 through Figure 2-4. Both options are carried forward for
evaluation of environmental impacts and determination of mitigation measures. They remain
options within the LPA. Each station is described below.

2.5.1 SkyRidge Station
The first proposed new station south of Lincoln Station, the SkyRidge Station, located
immediately northeast of SkyRidge Medical Center, will include a 400-foot side-side loading
platform with a bus pull-out and a kiss-and-ride for rider drop-off and pick-up. No parking is
planned for this station.

2.5.2 Lone Tree City Center Station
The Lone Tree City Center Station will be located on the east side of I-25 in the core of the
RidgeGate Planned Development. RidgeGate is an approved high-intensity, mixed-use urban
development that will include office, commercial, and residential land uses. This station is
planned for the core of the RidgeGate Development and, as such, will serve employees and
residents of the area. The station platform will be 400 feet in length and will be designed for
side-side loading. The station will not provide parking; however, it will include a kiss-and-ride
and a bus stop.

2.5.3 RidgeGate Station
A new end-of-line station is planned in the southeast corner of the I-25 and RidgeGate Parkway
interchange. This station will include a 1,300-space (opening day) Park-n-Ride for commuters.
As described above and in Section 2.3.3, two parking design options are carried forward for
environmental evaluation. Additionally, the station design includes a 400-foot side-center
loading platform and four saw-tooth bus bays for transfers between modes.
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Figure 2-1:

Locally Preferred Alternative

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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Figure 2-2:

RidgeGate Station Site Plan: Option 1 – Opening Day (2019)

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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Figure 2-3:

RidgeGate Station Site Plan: Option 2 – Opening Day (2019)

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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Figure 2-4:

RidgeGate Park-n-Ride Site Plan: Option 1 and 2 - 2035

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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Chapter 3.0 Affected Environment, Impact Evaluation, and Mitigation
This section describes the affected environment, evaluation of impacts, and mitigation
measures for resources that would be potentially impacted by the Southeast Extension
proposed action.
Two alternatives are evaluated in this Environmental Assessment (EA): The No Action
Alternative and the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) (see Chapter 2.0 for descriptions of
these alternatives).
Resources with either no or minimal impacts as a result of the Southeast Extension LPA are
summarized in Table 3-1, and are included in the summary of impacts and mitigation in Table
ES-2. Please refer to Appendix A or technical memoranda for a more detailed discussion of
these resources.
Table 3-1:

Environmental Resources with No or Minimal Impacts

Resource
Land Use and Zoning

Farmlands
Social Conditions and
Community Facilities
Environmental Justice

Economic Conditions

Park and Recreation
Facilities, including Bicycle
and Pedestrian Facilities

Impact
The proposed action is consistent with and supports the existing and
planned mixed-use, retail, and commercial land uses included in the
RidgeGate planned development and City of Lone Tree plans. The analysis
for this resource can be found in the Land Use and Economic Development
Technical Report, May 2014, created for this EA and herein incorporated by
reference.
No impacts to prime farmland, unique farmland, or land of statewide or local
importance would occur.
No impacts to existing neighborhoods, population, or employment are
anticipated. No impacts to community facilities would occur.
There are no environmental justice communities within the study area. The
analysis for this resource can be found in the Social Impacts, Community
Facilities, and Environmental Justice Technical Memorandum, May 2014,
created for this EA and herein incorporated by reference.
The proposed action is consistent with and supports the existing and
planned mixed-use, retail, and commercial land uses included in the
RidgeGate planned development and City of Lone Tree plans. Construction
would provide economic stimulus within the Denver metropolitan region,
including up to 450 construction jobs and an estimated $431.2 million of
additional economic activity. Operation and maintenance of the project
would generate approximately 20.5 permanent jobs. The analysis for this
resource can be found in the Land Use and Economic Development
Technical Report, May 2014, created for this EA and herein incorporated by
reference.
No direct, indirect, or constructive impacts would occur because no parks
and recreation resources are located in the impact area. Please see Chapter
4 of this EA for a discussion of temporary construction impacts to sidewalks.
The analysis for this resource can be found in the Parklands and
Recreational Resources Technical Memorandum, May 2014 created for this
EA and herein incorporated by reference.
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Table 3-1:

Environmental Resources with No or Minimal Impacts

Resource
Air Quality and Energy

Water Resources and
Water Quality

Floodplains

Mineral Resources,
Geology, and Soils
Hazardous Materials

Visual and Aesthetic
Conditions

Public Safety and Security

Utilities

Impact
There will be decreases in Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSATs) from existing
conditions. The project will not violate air quality standards. The project will
contribute to improvements in regional air quality. There will be temporary
impacts during construction from equipment, dust, etc. The project is in the
currently adopted Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). The analysis for this
resource can be found in the Air Quality Technical Memorandum, May 2014
and the Energy Technical Memorandum, May 2014, created for this EA and
herein incorporated by reference.
Potential impacts to water resources and water quality were evaluated using
Driscoll modeling of impervious surface areas. The increase in copper and
zinc runoff to the receiving stream would occur at the RidgeGate Station.
However, the increases are less than the threshold effect level as defined by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The analysis for this
resource can be found in the Water Quality Technical Memorandum, May
2014, created for this EA and herein incorporated by reference.
No direct impacts to 100-year floodplain associated with Cottonwood Creek
because the LPA would span the floodplain. The impervious surfaces from
the project’s stations are not within the 100-year floodplain. Indirect impacts
would occur from the increase in impervious surfaces introduced by Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) in the area, which would be mitigated by
following local government requirements. The analysis for this resource can
be found in the Floodplains Technical Memorandum, May 2014, created for
this EA and herein incorporated by reference.
No impacts are anticipated with proper implementation of construction
mitigation.
No impacts are anticipated because no potential hazardous material sites
are identified within or adjacent to properties to be acquired or construction
areas. The analysis for this resource can be found in the Hazardous
Materials Technical Memorandum, May 2014, created for this EA and herein
incorporated by reference.
While there would be visual changes from the project, no significant visual
impacts would occur from new bridges, Park-n-Ride facility and parking
structures, light rail transit (LRT) track elements, or vegetation removal. The
analysis for this resource can be found in the Visual and Aesthetic
Conditions Technical Memorandum, May 2014, created for this EA and
herein incorporated by reference.
Temporary impacts would occur during construction to police, fire, and
emergency response times due to potential roadway closures and detours.
RTD will convene a Fire and Life Safety Committee that will assist in
preparing an emergency plan and coordinate responses to emergency
situations as is standard practice. There would be no additional safety and
security concerns based on the RTD Technical Memorandum:
Neighborhood vs. Station Crime Myths and Facts, 2006 and based on RTD’s
implementation of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED), which has been implemented in the design for this project.
Existing utilities will be relocated or protected, as required. Utility conflicts
can be found in the Advanced Basic design for this project, which is the
basis for the EA’s impact analysis. Additionally, the project team will
coordinate with utility providers and will develop Utility Relocation
Agreements (URAs) during the final design for this project.
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3.1

Section 4(f) and 6(f) Analysis

Section 4(f) of the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Act of 1966, as
amended, and codified in 49 United States Code (USC) 303 declares that “it is the policy of the
United States Government that special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of
the countryside and public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic
sites.” Section 4(f) requires evaluation of the proposed alternative if there are impacts or uses
to these resources. For this project there are no impacts or uses of parklands, recreational
lands, or refuges and there are No Adverse Effects to cultural resources, so a 4(f) evaluation
was not required.
Additionally, Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conservation Act of 1965 protects federal
investments and states that properties acquired with the funding under the act shall be
protected. There are no 6(f) properties within the study area.
Please refer to the analysis completed in the Parklands and Recreational Resources Technical
Memorandum, May 2014, the Class III Cultural Resources Survey of the Regional
Transportation District Southeast Corridor Light Rail Extension, 2010, and the Addendum to the
Class III Cultural Resources Survey of the Regional Transportation District Southeast Corridor
Light Rail Extension, 2013, created for this EA and herein incorporated by reference.
The following sections describe the affected environment, impacts, and mitigation measures for
resources that are impacted by this project.

3.2

Land Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocations of Existing
Uses

This section identifies potential public and private property acquisitions and displacements
resulting from right-of-way requirements as a result of the No Action Alternative and LPA.
Property acquisition is necessary to obtain right-of-way to construct the LPA.
The study area for land acquisition and relocations is the estimated limits of construction for the
alignment and the proposed stations and facilities.

3.2.1 Affected Environment
Under the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policy Act of 1970, as
amended, all federal agencies are required to meet certain standards for the fair and equitable
treatment of persons displaced by federally-supported actions. Relocation assistance will follow
the guidelines set forth in Title 49, Part 24 of the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR Part 24).
Between Lincoln Station and Lincoln Avenue, the Southeast Extension project is located within
existing right-of-way adjacent to the I-25 southbound off-ramp to Lincoln Avenue. This right-ofway is 25 feet wide and was specifically reserved for this project by the City of Lone Tree. It is
currently owned by the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the City of Lone
Tree. South of Lincoln Avenue, the alignment resides in the RidgeGate Planned Development
owned by Coventry Development Corporation (Coventry).
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3.2.2 Impacts
To identify potential acquisitions and displacements that would result from the LPA, the limits of
disturbance were overlaid onto corridor parcel maps. Each of the parcels was then analyzed to
determine if an acquisition was necessary and if relocations would occur.

No Action Alternative
Direct Impacts
Transportation projects included in the No Action transportation network, such as the I-25
widening project and Sky Ridge Avenue construction across I-25, may require property
acquisitions. The impacts of these other projects have been or would be considered in the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process or other environmental clearances for each
of these projects, and avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation specified as appropriate in the
specific NEPA decision document for each project.
Indirect Impacts
No indirect impacts would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Historically, about 20 percent of developed lands are used for local infrastructure projects, such
as streets, parking facilities, schools, utility right-of-way, and parks. This trend is expected to
continue as a result of the RidgeGate planned development in the Study Area (see
Programmatic Cumulative Effects Analysis, October 2007, in Appendix D for more information).

Locally Preferred Alternative
Direct Impacts
Efforts were taken in the development and design of the LPA to avoid or minimize property
acquisitions. Right-of-way acquisitions required for the LPA are described below.
Generally, the LPA right-of-way would be 45 feet wide between stations and wider within the
station areas.
No residential acquisitions would be required, and no business or residential relocations would
be required.
North of Lincoln Avenue, right-of-way required between Lincoln Station and Lincoln Avenue for
the LRT alignment is located within existing right-of-way. This right-of-way is 25 feet wide and
was specifically reserved for this project by the City of Lone Tree. Partial acquisitions of three
commercial properties (less than approximately 1.15 acres total) adjoining the reserved 25-foot
right-of-way would be required , and approximately 22 parking spaces would be permanently
removed from one commercial property.
South of Lincoln Avenue, at the proposed RidgeGate station, Parking Option 1 in 2019 would
require approximately 35 acres from 33 parcels, including approximately 12 acres for the LRT
alignment and approximately 21 acres for the RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride. For Parking
Option 1 in 2035, the surface parking lot would be removed and structured parking would be
built.
Parking Option 2 would require approximately 29 acres from 33 parcels, including approximately
12 acres for the LRT alignment and approximately 15 acres for the RidgeGate Station Park-n-
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Ride. The land required for both proposed parking structures (one in 2019 and the second in
2035) would be acquired at the same time.
Right-of-way required for the LPA is summarized in Table 3-2 and shown on Figure 3-1. Parcels
that would need to be acquired are listed in Appendix E.
Table 3-2:

Summary of Right-of-Way Impacts – Locally Preferred Alternative

Right-of-Way
Full Private Acquisitions
Partial Private Acquisitions
Private Permanent Easements
CDOT Permanent Easements
City of Lone Tree Partial
Acquisitions
City of Lone Tree Permanent
Easements
Douglas County Permanent
Easements
Rampart Range Metro District Full
Acquisitions
Rampart Range Metro District
Permanent Easements
RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride
Acquisitions
Total

Number of
Parcels
0
7
2
6
2

Approximate Acreage
(RidgeGate Parking
Option 1 in 2019)
0
3.4
3.5
3.0
0.6

Approximate Acreage
(RidgeGate Parking Option
2 in 2019/2035 and Option
1 in 2035)
0
3.4
3.5
3.0
0.6

8

0.4

0.4

2

0.02

0.02

2

3.2

3.2

2

0.2

0.2

2

20.6

14.6

33

34.9

28.9

Source: RTD and Jacobs, 2014

3.2.3 Indirect Impacts
Indirect effects are not anticipated.

3.2.4 Construction Impacts
An estimated eight acres of temporary construction easements may be needed on adjacent
property to gain access to the dedicated right-of-way during construction activities, and to serve
as construction staging, materials storage, and parking as necessary to construct the LPA.
These easements will be refined during the final design and right-of-way process. In addition,
property access may be temporarily impacted. Construction of the LPA could affect surrounding
roadways through temporary lane closures and/or detours. This may include temporary closure
of a parking lot circulator road on the east edge of a commercial parking lot north of Lincoln
Avenue.

3.2.5 Cumulative Impacts
Partial property acquisitions required for the LPA are small portions adjacent to the dedicated
right-of-way boundary. No cumulative acquisition impacts are expected from the LPA.
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Figure 3-1:

Right-of-Way Impacts

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2014
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3.2.6 Mitigation
During project development, opportunities to avoid or minimize property acquisitions were
identified. Mitigation measures were identified where property impacts could not be avoided.
The unavoidable impacts and associated mitigation measures are summarized in Table 3-3.

Avoidance and Minimization Measures
Input provided during the public involvement process was a key factor in development of
alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts to private property.
Efforts were made to reduce the extent of permanent impacts only to include land necessary for
the LRT alignment, station, Park-n-Ride facility, and associated roadway improvements. This
commitment to minimize permanent impacts reduces the amount of public right-of-way and
private and public parcels (including parking) that would be necessary for implementation of the
LPA.
Table 3-3:

Summary of Right-of-Way Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Direct Impacts
▪ Most right-of-way needs will be met through
agreements with the City of Lone Tree,
Coventry Development Corporation, and
CDOT.
▪ No residential acquisitions would be
required, and no business or residential
relocations would be required.
▪ Would require between 29 and 35 acres
from 33 parcels, depending on the
RidgeGate parking option selected.
Acreages include approximately 12 acres
for the LRT alignment.
▪ Parking Option 1 in 2019 would require
acquisition of approximately 21 acres.
Parking Option 1 would require 15 acres in
2035.
▪ Parking Option 2 would require acquisition
of approximately 15 acres, which is the land
required for both proposed parking
structures (one in 2019 and the second in
2035) that would be acquired at the same
time.
▪ North of Lincoln Avenue, portions of three
commercial properties (less than 1.15 acre)
adjoining the reserved 25-foot right-of-way
would be acquired.
▪ Approximately 22 parking spaces would be
permanently removed from one commercial
property north of Lincoln Avenue.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts
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Mitigation Measures
Direct Impacts
▪ The acquisition of real property interests will fully
comply with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as
amended (Uniform Act) and the Fifth Amendment
of the United States Constitution. The Uniform Act
applies to all acquisitions of real property or
displacements of people resulting from federal or
federally assisted programs or projects.
▪ All affected owners will be provided notification of
the acquiring agency’s intent to acquire an interest
in their property, including a written offer letter of
just compensation specifically describing those
property interests.
▪ RTD will coordinate with property owner during the
final design process to seek ways to minimize
parking impacts and identify opportunities to
replace parking removed as a result of the project.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is required.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Coordinate use with specific property owners
where a temporary construction easement is
required.
▪ Temporary access will be provided during normal
business hours.
▪ Adequate detours, including advanced notice and
signing will be provided before beginning
construction.
▪ Adjacent property used during construction
activities will be returned to original conditions,
once construction is complete.
▪ Special use permits to access CDOT right-of-way
during construction will be obtained.
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Table 3-3:

Summary of Right-of-Way Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ An estimated eight acres of temporary
construction easements may be needed on
adjacent property to gain access.
▪ Property access may be temporarily
impacted.
▪ Construction could affect surrounding
roadways through temporary lane closures
and/or detours.

3.3

Mitigation Measures

Noise and Vibration

An analysis of noise and vibration impacts from the proposed action was performed to
determine whether any receivers near the project corridor would be impacted by either noise or
vibration according to Federal Transit Administration (FTA) noise guidance. The analysis was
based on noise levels in A-weighted decibels (dBA) and on vibration levels in vibration decibels
(VdB). This noise and vibration assessment was performed in accordance with FTA’s 2006
guidance manual Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment.

3.3.1 Affected Environment
The existing and planned noise and vibration sensitive land uses in the study area are
described below.


Lincoln Station to Lincoln Avenue: Sensitive receptors along this segment of the
proposed alignment include the Marriott Hotel on the west side and the Candlewood
Suites hotel and Lincoln Pointe Lofts residences on the east side.



Lincoln Avenue to I-25: Sensitive receptors along this segment of the proposed
alignment include the recently constructed Hampton Inn and Vue Apartments, and a
planned Embassy Suites hotel, all located just south of Lincoln Avenue. Farther to the
south, the proposed alignment passes in the vicinity of the Sky Ridge Medical Center.
Expansion of this hospital is currently under construction. Future development is also
planned along this segment in the vicinity of the proposed Sky Ridge Station.



I-25 to RidgeGate Parkway: Along this segment, the proposed alignment passes
through the future RidgeGate Planned Development.



RidgeGate Parkway to RidgeGate Station. The only existing sensitive receptor in this
area is the Schweiger Ranch, which is a historic site that is officially eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The ranch is planned to be restored for
tours, lectures, and other public programming. This property is located to the south of
the proposed RidgeGate Park-n-Ride facility.

Existing Noise Conditions
Seven locations were monitored during a two-day period from Tuesday July 24, 2012 through
Wednesday July 25, 2012. Long-term (LT, 24-hour) monitoring was conducted for two sites
(designated as LT-1 and LT-2) and short-term (ST, 1-hour) monitoring was conducted for five
locations (designated as ST-1 through ST-5). Table 3-4 describes the monitoring sites and
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shows the results of the existing ambient noise measurements. The site locations are shown on
Figure 3-2. These results served as the basis for determining the existing noise conditions at all
noise-sensitive receptors in the study area.
Table 3-4:
Site
No.
LT-1
LT-2
ST-1
ST-2
ST-3
ST-4
ST-5

Summary of Existing Ambient Noise Measurement Results
Start of
Measurement

Measurement Location Description
10345 Park Meadows Drive
(Marriott Hotel)
10101 RidgeGate Parkway
(Sky Ridge Medical Center Healing
Garden)
Parking lot adjacent to Candlewood Suites,
10535 El Diente Court
9800 Pyramid Court
(Office building)
Intersection of Chatham Drive and Train
Station Circle
10101 RidgeGate Parkway
(Sky Ridge Medical Center Pond)
10822 Havana Road
(Schweiger Ranch)

Date

Time

Measurement
Duration (hrs)

7-24-12

18:00

7-24-12

Ambient Noise
Exposure
Ldn1

Leq2

24

71

64

13:00

24

61

53

7-25-12

16:23

1

70

72

7-25-12

15:00

1

62

64

7-25-12

17:45

1

47

49

7-25-12

12:34

1

58

60

7-25-12

10:45

1

45

47

1

For sites LT-1 and LT-2, the Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) was taken from the quietest hour of the peak transit hours: 6:00 a.m. to
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. The lowest peak transit hour noise level is used to provide a conservative estimate of noise
impact.
2
For sites ST-1 through ST-5, the Leq measurements were used to estimate the day night average sound level (Ldn) using FTA
methodology for estimating noise exposure. This approach tends to be conservative and underestimate the existing noise levels,
which can result in higher levels of noise impact for a project.
Source: Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc., 2013

Existing Vibration Conditions
The project corridor does not include any significant sources of vibration, and the existing
vibration conditions are dominated by roadway traffic. However, rubber-tired vehicles typically
do not create significant vibration levels unless there are cracks in pavement or expansion joints
on bridges. Because the ground-borne vibration levels from existing sources are minimal and
not sufficient for determining the vibration propagation (spread) characteristics of the ground,
the vibration measurements for the project focused on propagation (spread) tests. These tests
were conducted on July 24, 2012 at two representative locations along the corridor, designated
as Sites V-1 and V-2 (see Figure 3-2). These two sites are described below:


Site V-1: This site was located in the parking lot of the Marriott Hotel. This represents
the vibration propagation conditions along the portion of the alignment north of Lincoln
Avenue.



Site V-2: This site was located in an open field near the intersection of Train Station
Road and Sky Ridge Road north of the Sky Ridge Medical Center. This location
represents the vibration propagation conditions along the portion of the alignment to the
south of Lincoln Avenue.
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Figure 3-2:

Existing Noise and Vibration Measurement Locations

Source: Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc., 2013
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3.3.2 Impacts
No Action Alternative
Direct Impacts
Planned projects in the study area under the No Action Alternative could result in increased
noise levels over existing conditions. Vibration impacts from the No Action Alternative are not
anticipated.
Indirect Impacts
The No Action Alternative would not result in indirect noise or vibration impacts.
Cumulative Impacts
Reasonably foreseeable projects in the study area, such as the RidgeGate planned
development and CDOT’s I-25 widening between RidgeGate Parkway and C-470, would
increase traffic in the area, which could result in increased noise levels over existing conditions.

Locally Preferred Alternative
Noise and vibration impacts from the LPA were assessed according to the FTA guidance
manual and the proposed project’s operating plan.
The noise impact analysis considered such factors as light rail vehicle noise, light rail service
operating periods, train headways (frequency of service), number of train cars, train operating
speed, train horn and bell sound levels, stationary warning bell sound levels, wheel impacts at
turnouts, and automobile and bus volumes at the RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride.
The vibration analysis considered such factors as vibration source levels, vibration propagation
tests conducted at the two representative sites along the proposed alignment, train operating
speeds, and wheel impacts at turnouts. The noise assessment only considered existing
sensitive receptors or those that are under construction or approved for construction, and did
not account for areas of future development without definitive plans.
Direct Noise Impacts
The noise assessment indicates that noise impacts for the LPA are essentially the same for
opening day (2019) and the 20 year planning horizon (2035) operations, with opening year
noise levels only 0.3 dBA lower than 2035 noise levels.
Eleven locations were modeled for potential LRT noise impacts under opening day and 2035
conditions for the LPA. The predicted noise levels from the LPA ranged between 48 dBA to 71
dBA, resulting in no impacts to seven of the receivers, and impacts to two receivers that fall in
the upper 50 percent of the moderate impact range, which include the Sky Ridge Medical
Center hospital tower and the medical office building, and two receivers that fall within the lower
50 percent of the moderate impact range, which include the Vue Apartments and Hampton Inn
Hotel. Table 3-5 summarizes the predicted noise impacts at these four locations.
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Table 3-5:

Impacted Receptors (without mitigation)
Project Noise Level

Location

Distance
to Track
(ft)

Maximum
Speed
(mph)

Existing
Noise
Level1

Predicted

Moderate

Severe

Total
Noise
Level*

Noise
Level
Increase*

Noise
Impact
Type

Impact Criteria

Category 2 Land Use
Vue
Apartments

142

30

612

60

58

64

64

2.8

Low
3
Moderate

Hampton
Inn Hotel

78

30

61

2

60

58

64

64

2.8

Low
moderate3

Sky Ridge
Medical
Center
(Hospital
Tower)

777

24

61

2

63

58

64

65

4.1

High
moderate4

20

60

5

66

63

68

67

7.3

High
4
moderate

Category 3 Land Use
Sky Ridge
Medical
Center
(Medical
Office
Building)

405

Notes:
1
Noise levels for land use category 2 are based on Ldn and measured in dBA. Noise levels for land use category 3 are based on Leq
and measured in dBA.
2
Based on the noise measurement data at Site LT-2
3
Noise impact is predicted in the lower 50% of the moderate impact range.
4
Noise impact is predicted in the upper 50% of the moderate impact range.
5
Based on the noise measurement data at Site ST-4
Source: Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc., 2013

Figure 3-3 shows locations where noise impacts would occur.
Indirect Noise Impacts
The LPA would not result in indirect noise impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
Temporary noise and vibration impacts could result from activities associated with the
construction of new tracks and stations, utility relocation, grading, excavation, track work,
demolition, and installation of systems components. Such impacts may occur in residential
areas and at other noise-sensitive land uses located within several hundred feet of the
alignment. The potential for noise impact would be greatest at locations near pavement
breaking, and at locations close to any nighttime construction work. The potential for vibration
impact would be greatest at locations close to vibratory compaction operations.
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Figure 3-3:

Noise Impact Locations (without mitigation)

Source: Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc., 2013
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Cumulative Noise Impacts
Reasonably foreseeable future projects in the area, such as the RidgeGate Planned
Development, would increase traffic in the area, which could result in increased noise levels.
Vibration Impacts
The LPA would not result in direct, indirect, or cumulative vibration impacts. The Sky Ridge
Medical Center is a potential area for concern for vibration because certain types of medical
equipment are vibration-sensitive. The analysis conducted for this EA indicated that no groundborne vibration is projected at any location along the alignment. Temporary vibration impacts
could occur during construction from the use of such construction equipment as pile-drivers and
compactors.

3.3.3 Mitigation
According to RTD policy, mitigation for moderate noise impacts is considered when the impacts
are in the upper 50 percent of the moderate impact range. Therefore, to mitigate the noise
impacts within this range at the Sky Ridge Medical Center hospital tower and medical office
building, establishment of a Public Utilities Commission (PUC) approved “quiet crossing” is
recommended to eliminate the use of train horns near the grade crossing at the south end of the
proposed Sky Ridge Station. This is expected to reduce the noise impacts from train operations
at this location by 13 to 14 decibels.
Because no ground-borne vibration or ground-borne noise impacts are predicted, no vibration
mitigation measures are recommended for the LRT extension.
Table 3-6 summarizes noise impacts and lists mitigation measures.
Table 3-6:

Summary of Noise Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Noise
Direct Impacts
▪ Impacts within the upper 50
percent of moderate impact
range at Sky Ridge Medical
Center hospital tower and
medical office building.
Indirect Impacts
▪ None.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Noise impacts associated with
construction activities.

Mitigation Measures
Direct Impacts
▪ RTD will work to establish a PUC approved “quiet crossing” to
eliminate use of train horns near the grade crossing at the
south end of the proposed Sky Ridge Station.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is necessary.
Temporary Construction Impacts
Construction activities will need to comply with local noise
ordinances. Noise will be minimized during construction. Some
mitigation measures may include:
▪ Make hotel vouchers available to affected residents in the
vicinity of any night time construction activities.
▪ Locate stationary construction equipment as far as possible
from noise-sensitive sites.
▪ Construct temporary noise barriers, such as temporary walls or
piles of excavated material, between noisy activities and noisesensitive receivers.
▪ Communicate early on with the general public to reduce the
number of noise complaints. Inform the public of any potential
construction noise impacts and the measure that will be
employed to reduce these impacts. Also, establish and
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Table 3-6:

Summary of Noise Impacts and Mitigation
Impact
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Vibration
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Potential impacts from vibratory
compaction operations.

3.4

Mitigation Measures
publicize a responsive complaint mechanism for the duration of
construction.
Minimize construction duration in residential areas as much as
possible.
Minimize nighttime activities as much as possible.
Re-route truck traffic away from residential streets, where
possible.
Combine noisy operations to occur during same time period.
Use well-maintained equipment equipped with modern
mufflers.
Use noise blankets on equipment and/or quiet-use generators.
Noise blankets (also called “acoustic wraps”) are removable
and reusable sound barriers made from compost materials like
Teflon impregnated cloth. The blankets are custom-fit to
encapsulate the noisy equipment and block sounds at the
source. These are commonly used on equipment such as fans
and blowers, compressor housings, hydraulic pumps, etc. They
are very effective because they block the source of the noise.
Use alternative construction methods, such as sonic or
vibratory pile driving in noise sensitive areas.
Perform pile driving and other high-noise activities during
daytime construction (generally 7:00AM to 7:00PM), where
possible. When construction time is restricted to certain
daytime hours, the overall duration of project construction
would likely increase.

Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation is necessary.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is necessary.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Use alternative construction methods to minimize the use of
impact and vibratory equipment.

Biological Resources

Biological resources include wildlife; vegetation; and threatened, endangered, and sensitive
species. Federal, state, and local regulations protect wildlife and vegetation. The Colorado
Wildlife Commission (CWC) and Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) regulate non-endangered
wildlife at the state level. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) protects all native migratory
game and nongame birds. Similar protections are included in the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act.
Executive Order (EO) 13112 directs federal agencies whose activities may affect the status of
invasive species to control populations of such species in a cost-effective and environmentally
sound manner, monitor invasive species populations, and provide for restoration of native
species and habitat conditions in ecosystems that have been invaded.
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At the state level, the Colorado Noxious Weed Act was enacted to control and eradicate noxious
weeds on public and private lands (35-5.5-101, et seq., Colorado Revised Statute [CRS]). The
Act contains a state list of noxious weed species. Douglas County maintains an Undesirable
Plant Management Plan (Douglas County, 1991) in accordance with the requirements of this
Act. The Plan includes a complete listing of identified noxious weeds.

3.4.1 Affected Environment
As part of this EA, field surveys were conducted in 2012 and 2013, and a Biological Resources
Evaluation Technical Memorandum was prepared (2014).
Habitats intersecting the project and within 300 feet of the proposed alignment and stations
were identified through field reconnaissance. Based on the habitat types identified and the
results of the field investigations, the wildlife, vegetative communities, and vegetation types in
the study area were identified.

Vegetation
In its natural state, shortgrass prairie vegetation is dominated by bunch grasses that are
sparsely distributed, including grama (Bouteloua spp.), wheatgrass (such as Agropyron spp.),
needlegrass (Stipa spp.), and dropseed (Sporobolus spp.). Flowering plants include daisies
(Erigeron spp.), sunflower (Helianthus sp.), and locoweed (Oxytropis spp.). Common shrubs
include sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) and rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus spp.).
Because the study area is in a rapidly developing area, several areas are fully developed and
landscaped, while others show signs of recent activity (such as revegetated utility corridors).
The southern portion of the study area has been less directly affected by development and
contains remnants of native shortgrass prairie variously impacted by prior and current
agricultural activity. In addition to the vegetation noted above, these areas include milkvetch
(Astragalus sp.), cactus (Opuntia sp.), Yucca species, fringed sage (Artemisia frigida), and wild
rose (Rosa sp.). There are also a variety of introduced species (such as Bromopsis sp.); weedy
species such as knapweed (Acosta spp.), cheatgrass (Bromus [Anisantha] tectorum), and thistle
(Carduus sp., Breea sp.); and others associated with disturbed areas such as clover (Melilotus
spp.), prickly lettuce (Lactuca spp.), ironweed (Bassia sp.), goosefoot (Chenopodium sp.), field
bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis), and rough cocklebur (Xanthium strumarium).
Wetland habitat is often dominated by herbaceous plants, including cattails (Typha spp.),
bulrush (Scirpus spp.), sedges (Carex spp.), and willows (Salix spp.). Riparian habitat is
common along perennial and ephemeral streams. These habitats support woody communities
dominated by shrubs such as willows, plum (Prunus sp.), and snowberry (Symphoricarpos sp.),
and trees such as cottonwoods (Populus deltoides), box elder (Acer negundo), and Russian
olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) (Mutel and Emerick, 1992; Benedict, 1991).
State-listed weeds identified in the study area include knapweed (Centaurea spp.), cheatgrass,
Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense), musk thistle (Carduus nutans), and bindweed (Convolvulus
sp.)

Wildlife
Overall, the study area contains remnants of native shortgrass prairie; however, the landscape
is dominated by vegetation indicative of current and past disturbance. Two perennial streams
are located in the southeastern portion of the study area (Cottonwood Creek and Happy Canyon
Creek). The highest quality habitat in terms of size, contiguity, and diversity is that associated
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with Happy Canyon Creek. It is a fairly intact example of a plains cottonwood system, with an
extensive overhead tree canopy and wetland areas. However, both upstream and downstream
developments currently limit access and its usefulness for wildlife. Cottonwood Creek has been
substantially degraded by grazing livestock.
Because of existing urban development, the northern portion of the study area has a limited
number and diversity of species.
Wildlife access to the project corridor is generally from the undeveloped areas to the south and
east. Several bird species are migrants, such as flycatchers, thrushes, and warblers (Andrew
and Righter, 1992), and raptors are often seen, such as red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis),
Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii), and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura). An active red-tailed
hawk nest has been observed in a large cottonwood tree in Cottonwood Creek. The most
common wildlife species are generalists that depend on, adapt easily to, or are associated with
human development, and listed below.


Birds: robin (Turdus migratorius), grackle (Quiscalus quiscula), mourning dove (Zenaida
macroura), magpie (Pica hudsonia), northern flicker (Colaptes auratus), starling (Sturnus
vulgaris), house sparrow (Passer domesticus), pigeon (Columba livia).



Waterfowl: Canada goose (Branta canadensis) and mallards (Anas platyrhynchos).



Mammals: coyote (Canis latrans), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), mule deer (Odocoileus
hemionus), raccoon (Procyon lotor), muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus), cottontail rabbit
(Sylvilagus sp.), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), fox squirrel (Sciurus niger), and rodents
such as deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus).



Reptiles: garter snakes (Thamnophis spp.) and bull snakes (Pituophis melanoleucus)
(Mutel and Emerick 1992, Benedict 1991).



Amphibians/Aquatic Life: bullfrogs, (Rana catesbeiana), Western chorus frog (Pseudacris
triseriata), and Crayfish (Orconectes sp.).

Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species
Table 3-7 provides the species listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the
State of Colorado that are identified as threatened, endangered, or special concern (unlisted)
species that could potentially occur in the study area. This list was developed by information
provided by the USFWS, CPW, and the Colorado Natural Heritage Program (CNHP).
No federally-listed species or their designated habitats were identified in the study area. CNHP
reported no occurrences of significant natural communities or rare, threatened, or endangered
plants and animals in the study area (CNHP, 2008).
Surveys to locate state-listed burrowing owls in the study corridor were conducted for several
weeks in the latter half of April 2009 and September 2012. No owls were observed.
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Table 3-7:

Threatened and Endangered Species, and/or Species of Special Concern
Potentially Found in Study Area

Common Name
Mammals
Preble’s meadow
jumping mouse

Scientific Name

Status1

Potential for Occurrence

Zapus hudsonius preblei

FT, ST

Black-tailed prairie
dog
Northern pocket
gopher
Birds
Bald eagle
Western burrowing
owl
Piping Plover
Least tern
Whooping crane
Mexican Spotted Owl
Ferruginous hawk
Fish
Iowa darter
Common shiner

Cynomys ludovicianus

SSC2

Unlikely, suitable habitat limited
(Happy Canyon Creek); prior
surveys negative
Present

Thomomys talpoides
macrotis

SSC

Habitat may be present

Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Athene cunicularia ssp.
hypugaea
Charadrius melodus
Sternula antillarum
Grus americana
Strix occidentalis lucida
Buteo regalis

ST
ST

Unlikely; transient
May be present; shares habitat
with prairie dogs
Unlikely; transient
Unlikely; transient
Unlikely; transient
Unlikely; transient
May be present

Etheostoma exile
Luxilus cornutus

SSC
SSC

Pallid Sturgeon
Greenback cutthroat
trout
Reptiles
Common garter snake
Amphibians
Northern leopard frog
Plants
Ute ladies’-tresses
orchid
Colorado butterfly
plant
Western Prairie
Fringed Orchid

Scaphirhynchus albus
Oncorhynchus clarki
stomias

FT
FT

Unlikely: habitat degradation
Not likely present due to habitat
degradation
Not present ; unsuitable habitat
Unlikely: habitat degradation

Thamnophis sirtalis

SSC

Likely present

Rana pipens

SSC

Likely present

Spiranthes diluvialis

FT

Gaura neomexicana

FT

Plantanthera praeclara

FT

Unlikely: habitat limited and
degradation
Unlikely: habitat limited and
degradation
Not present ; unsuitable habitat

FT, ST
FE, SE
FE, SE
FT, ST
SSC

Sources: CNHP, 2008; Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW), 2009; USFWS, 2009 a,b,c, USFWS 2013
Notes: 1FT = federal threatened; FE = federal endangered; ST = state threatened; SE = state endangered; SSC =
state species of special concern (CDOW, 2009; CNHP, 1996). 2 In 2004, the black-tailed prairie dog was
removed from the Endangered Species Act (ESA) candidate species list. In December 2008, USFWS indicated
that the agency would review the federal status of the species (USFWS, 2009b).

State species of special concern likely to occur in the study area include the northern pocket
gopher, ferruginous hawk, common garter snake, northern leopard frog, and black-tailed prairie
dog. Although much of the study area has been heavily disturbed due to development and
grazing, numerous rodent holes and habitat for the northern pocket gopher occur in the study
area. No ferruginous hawks or their nests were observed during several site visits to the corridor
during 2008, 2009, and 2012. Two streams (Happy Canyon Creek and Cottonwood Creek)
provide suitable conditions for the common garter snake and northern leopard frog.
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The initial field surveys conducted in the fall of 2008 and spring 2009 identified four prairie dog
colonies within the project corridor. One colony is located west of I-25 and immediately south of
Lincoln Avenue; two colonies are east of I-25 between Lincoln and RidgeGate Parkway; and
one colony is east of I-25 and south of RidgeGate Parkway. During field surveys in late summer
2012, it was found that the colony west of I-25 and immediately south of Lincoln Avenue was
removed due to construction of an apartment complex and hotel; the two colonies east of I-25
between Lincoln and RidgeGate Parkway combined into one colony (Colony A); and the colony
east of I-25 and south of RidgeGate Parkway is now bisected into two colonies (Colonies B and
C) by Havana Street (see Figure 3-4).
Colony A east of I-25 between Lincoln and RidgeGate Parkway was approximately 275 acres in
size; however, between 2009 and 2012, it appears that this colony and Colony B to the
southeast of Havana Street (approximately 25 acres) both significantly reduced in size (cause
unknown). Only approximately 2 percent of Colonies A and B remain active. Colonies B and C
continue to change in size as a result of soil stockpiling and borrowing for nearby construction
activities associated with development within the City of Lone Tree. Colony C is currently an
active colony that is approximately 13 acres in size.

3.4.2 Impacts
No Action Alternative
Vegetation
The No Action Alternative would not result in any direct, indirect, construction-related, or
cumulative impacts to vegetation beyond those that would occur under currently programmed or
planned projects.
Wildlife
The No Action Alternative would not result in any direct, indirect, construction-related, or
cumulative impacts to wildlife beyond those that would occur under currently programmed or
planned projects.
Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species
The No Action Alternative would not result in any direct, indirect, construction-related, or
cumulative impacts to threatened, endangered, and sensitive species beyond those that would
occur under currently programmed or planned projects.

Locally Preferred Alternative
Vegetation
Direct Impacts
The LPA would directly impact up to approximately 60 acres of vegetation, assuming a 60-footwide work area, staging areas, and RidgeGate Station and Park-n-Ride lot. About 83 percent of
those impacts (approximately 50 acres) would occur in areas that have been recently graded,
previously disturbed and revegetated (such as the highway right-of-way), or used for grazing.
The most common species in such areas is smooth brome (Bromus inermis), a perennial
Eurasian grass widely used along roadsides for soil stabilization (Weber and Wittman, 1996).
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Figure 3-4:

Prairie Dog Colonies within Study Area

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2013
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Of the 60-foot-wide work area, assuming a final rail corridor width of 40 feet, the area of
vegetation that would be permanently lost north of RidgeGate Parkway would be approximately
7.4 acres. The remaining 20-foot-wide area would be temporarily impacted and would be
revegetated. Several ornamental trees and shrubs would be lost from existing landscaped areas
north of Lincoln Avenue. South of RidgeGate Parkway, the RidgeGate Station and Park-n-Ride
would impact vegetation in varying degrees, depending on the parking option selected. In 2019,
Parking Option 1 would impact approximately 22.7 acres of vegetation, and Parking Option 2
would impact approximately 14.6 acres of vegetation. In 2035, both parking options would
impact approximately 18.4 acres of vegetation. However, it should be noted that the Option 1
surface parking lot built in 2019 would already have impacted vegetation within the 2035
footprint.
Indirect Impacts
The most likely indirect impact to vegetation would occur from the spread of non-native, weedy
species. Based on the final construction footprint, approximately 20 acres of unpaved, disturbed
ground would be susceptible to weedy plant species, especially along drainage ditches on both
sides of the LRT track.
Construction Impacts
The total construction area for the LPA (including track embankment, staging areas, and parking
lot) is estimated to be 60 acres. Approximately 20 acres of temporary impacts to vegetation
would occur. This is an estimate of the area along the rail corridor that would be revegetated
after construction.
Cumulative Impacts
The study area north of Lincoln Avenue has been fully developed. South of Lincoln Avenue, the
majority of the study area consists of undeveloped areas that have been previously disturbed
and revegetated, and areas of past and present grazing activities. Reasonably foreseeable
future projects in the area, such as the 3,500-acre RidgeGate Planned Development, would
impact existing vegetation in the undeveloped areas south of Lincoln Avenue. The approximate
60 acres of vegetation impacted by the LPA would represent minimal cumulative impacts to
vegetation within the study area.
Wildlife
Direct Impacts
Fencing along the rail corridor could impede wildlife movement. The total area of potential
wildlife habitat impacted would be approximately 60 acres; the total permanently lost acreage
beneath the LPA, including the RidgeGate Station and Park-n-Ride at RidgeGate Parkway,
would be approximately 40 acres. To the extent that these areas represent permanent habitat
loss, some wildlife could be displaced. The red-tailed hawk nest identified adjacent to the light
rail bridge over Cottonwood Creek would likely be abandoned after construction begins,
because of the proximity to development of both the planned Lone Tree City Center and the
proposed action. The LPA would span Cottonwood Creek; therefore, no direct impacts to wildlife
from the crossing would occur.
Indirect Impacts
The LPA would result in minimal indirect impacts to wildlife as a result of disturbance from
human activity, potential loss of prey, or loss of habitat. The impact would be minimal primarily
because the study area is composed of developed or developing urban areas that have already
been or will soon be bisected by roadways, including I-25 and RidgeGate Parkway. Indirect
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impacts to aquatic life and amphibians may occur in the study area along Cottonwood Creek
from erosion along the riverbanks.
Construction Impacts
The LPA would result in minimal temporary construction impacts to wildlife. Wildlife that
currently occupies the study area or uses the area for forage or prey is likely accustomed to
noise and movement due to proximity to I-25 and rapidly developing areas. However, the
increase in noise and activity during construction may cause wildlife to temporarily leave the
area.
Direct mortality of small terrestrial and burrowing animals could occur during constructionrelated ground clearing and earth-movement and collisions with construction vehicles.
Disturbance of migratory birds, such as the active red-tailed hawk nest observed in the
immediate vicinity of the LPA at Cottonwood Creek, are subject to the MBTA. Although the
provisions of the MBTA are applicable year-round, most migratory bird nesting activity in
eastern Colorado occurs during the period of April 1 to August 31. However, some migratory
birds such as the red-tailed hawk are known to nest outside of the aforementioned primary
nesting season period. The USFWS has requested that RTD coordinate with the CPW for
implementation of their Raptor Guidelines for anticipated impacts to nesting raptors. If the
proposed construction project is planned to occur during the primary nesting season for
migratory birds or at any other time that may result in the take of nesting migratory birds,
coordination with the USFWS will be required to determine appropriate mitigation and impact
avoidance options.
Cumulative Impacts
The study area north of Lincoln Avenue has been fully developed. South of Lincoln Avenue, the
majority of the study area consists of undeveloped areas that have been previously disturbed
and revegetated, and areas of past and present grazing activities. Reasonably foreseeable
future projects in the area, such as the 3,500-acre RidgeGate Planned Development, would
impact wildlife as a result of disturbance from human activity, potential loss of prey, and loss of
habitat. In this context, the LPA would represent minimal cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species
Direct Impacts
No federally-listed species or their designated habitats were identified within the project area;
therefore, no impacts to those resources are anticipated.
Two areas of known black-tailed prairie dogs (state species of concern) would be impacted, as
summarized in Table 3-8.
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Table 3-8:
Prairie
Dog
Colony

Locally Preferred Alternative Prairie Dog Impacts
Prairie Dog
Colony Size
(Acres)

Track, Station, and Station
Access Roads Impacts
(Acres)*

Impacts from Havana St. &
RidgeGate Pkwy.
Improvements (Acres)*

Locally Preferred Alternative North of RidgeGate Parkway
Colony A

275

4.4

N/A

Locally Preferred Alternative South of RidgeGate Parkway
Parking Option 1 2019
Colony C

13

9.29

None

Colony B

25

None

None

Parking Option 2 2019
Colony C

13

7.02

None

Colony B

25

None

None

Parking Option 1 & 2 2035
Colony C

13

10.29

None

Colony B

25

None

1.4

*Assumes a 30ft impact buffer
Source: Jacobs, 2014

Indirect Impacts
No federally-listed species or their designated habitats were identified within the project area;
therefore, no impacts to those resources are anticipated.
Aquatic life, amphibians, and the common garter snake may occur in the study area along
Cottonwood Creek and Happy Canyon Creek. The LPA would not impact the common garter
snake or its habitat in Happy Canyon Creek. Suitable northern leopard frog habitat exists along
Happy Canyon Creek and Cottonwood Creek. Happy Canyon Creek is beyond the impact area
of the LPA; therefore, no impacts to the frog or its habitat would occur. In the southwest portion
of Cottonwood Creek, suitable northern leopard frog habitat is limited because the drainage is
smaller and heavily impacted by grazing. Indirect impacts to aquatic life and amphibian species
may occur from erosion within the study area.
Construction Impacts
No threatened and endangered species are likely to occur within the project area; therefore, no
impacts to those resources are anticipated to occur.
Because habitats for the common garter snake and northern leopard frog are in proximity to the
LPA, these species could experience some impacts as a result of potential changes in water
quality during construction. Implementation of BMPs would avoid such impacts. Direct mortality
of black-tailed prairie dogs could occur during construction-related ground clearing, earthmovement, and vehicle collisions.
South Platte River Depletions
FTA, in cooperation with RTD, prepared a Biological Assessment (BA) in 2013 for the
FasTracks program to address South Platte depletions and USFWS issued a Biological Opinion
(BO) in 2014. Water usage and potential depletions for the Southeast Corridor Extension project
will be included in the annual report of RTD construction water usage to the USFWS.
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Cumulative Impacts
No federally-listed species or their designated habitats were identified within the project area;
therefore, no impacts to those resources are anticipated.
The study area north of Lincoln Avenue has been fully developed. South of Lincoln Avenue, the
majority of the study area consists of undeveloped areas that have been previously disturbed
and revegetated, and areas of past and present grazing activities. As the southeast metro area
continues to develop, including the 3,500-acre RidgeGate Planned Development south of
Lincoln Avenue, wildlife (especially black-tailed prairie dogs) would be displaced or removed. In
the context of the 3,500-acre RidgeGate Planned Development, the LPA represents minimal
cumulative impacts to sensitive species.

3.4.3 Mitigation
Table 3-9 summarizes biological resource impacts and lists mitigation measures.
Table 3-9:

Summary of Biological Resource Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Vegetation/Noxious Weeds
Direct Impacts
▪ Approximately 60 acres would be impacted,
of which approximately 50 acres would
occur in areas that have been recently
graded, previously disturbed and reseeded,
or used for grazing.
▪ Several ornamental trees and shrubs would
be removed from commercial landscaped
areas north of Lincoln.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Approximately 20 acres of unpaved,
disturbed ground would be susceptible to
spread of weedy plant species especially
along drainage ditches beside track.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Approximately 20 acres of temporary
impacts.

Wildlife
Direct Impacts
▪ Approximately 60 acres of wildlife habitat
impacts; total permanently impacted
acreage beneath the LPA, including
RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride, would be
40 acres.
▪ Some wildlife displacement may occur.
▪ Red-tailed hawk next near Cottonwood
Creek would likely be abandoned after
construction begins because of proximity to
development of the planned Lone Tree City
Center and LPA.

Mitigation Measures
Direct Impacts
▪ Replace any upland trees impacted based on local
government and CDOT requirements.
▪ When possible, use native species for landscape
plantings at Park-n-Ride and stations.
▪ If impacts occur to riparian areas within CDOT
right-of-way, Senate Bill 40 Certification will be
necessary and obtained.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Develop noxious weed management plan.
▪ Perform continuous weed control within CDOT and
RTD rights-of-way, and replant native species
throughout the project until construction
completion.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Reseed with native species, control invasive
species, and use weed-free hay/mulch within the
right-of-way.
▪ Revegetate disturbed areas that would not be
paved or part of the new track embankment.
Direct Impacts
▪ RTD will comply with the requirements of the
MBTA (refer to temporary construction mitigation
below).
Indirect Impacts
▪ Use BMPs to avoid water quality impacts to, and
tree removal along Cottonwood Creek.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ RTD will comply with the requirements of the
MBTA.
▪ Although provisions of the MBTA are applicable
year-round, most migratory bird nesting activity in
eastern Colorado occurs during April 1 to August
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Table 3-9:

Summary of Biological Resource Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minimal indirect impacts because project
area is composed of developed or
developing areas that have already or soon
will be bisected by roadways, including I-25
and RidgeGate Parkway.
▪ Indirect impacts to aquatic life and
amphibians in the project area along
Cottonwood Creek from erosion along
riverbanks.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Minimal temporary construction impacts to
wildlife. Wildlife currently occupying or
using project area for forage or prey is
likely accustomed to noise and movement
due to proximity to I-25 and rapid
developing areas. Increased noise and
activity during construction may cause
wildlife to temporarily leave area.
▪ Direct mortality of small terrestrial and
burrowing animals could occur during
construction-related ground clearing and
earth-movement and collisions with
construction vehicles.
▪ Disturbance of migratory birds, such as the
active red-tailed hawk nest observed in the
immediate vicinity of the LPA at
Cottonwood Creek, are subject to the
MBTA.
Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive
Species
Direct Impacts
▪ Approximately 4.4 acres of impacts to the
approximately 275-acre prairie dog Colony
A south of Lincoln Avenue and east of I-25.
▪ RidgeGate Station Parking Option 1 would
impact approximately 9.29 acres of prairie
dog Colony C in 2019 and a total of
approximately 10.29 acres of Colony C in
2035.
▪ RidgeGate Station Parking Option 2 would
impact approximately 7.02 acres of Colony
C in 2019 and an additional approximate
3.27 acres in 2035, with a total impact to
Colony C in 2035 of approximately 10.29
acres.
▪ Havana Street and RidgeGate Parkway
improvements would impact approximately
1.4 acres of prairie dog Colony B.
▪ Total prairie dog impacts (Colonies A, B,
and C): approximately 16.1 acres.

▪

▪

▪

Mitigation Measures
31. However, some migratory birds are known to
nest outside of primary nesting season (e.g.,
raptors can nest in woodland habitats between
February 1 and July 15).
If construction is planned to occur during primary
nesting season or at any other time that may result
in the take of nesting migratory birds, the USFWS
recommends that RTD have a qualified biologist
conduct a field survey of affected habitats and
structures to determine absence or presence of
nesting migratory birds.
Conduct nesting bird surveys during the nesting
season. In some cases, such as on bridges or
other similar structures, nesting can be prevented
until construction is complete
Contact the USFWS Colorado field office
immediately for further guidance if field survey
identifies the existence of one or more active bird
nests that cannot be avoided by planned
construction activities. Adherence to these
guidelines will help avoid the unnecessary take of
migratory birds and the possible need for law
enforcement action. RTD will coordinate with CPW
and implement their Raptor Guidelines, as needed.

Direct Impacts
▪ RTD/the contractor will adhere to the FasTracks
Prairie Dog Mitigation Policy. The FasTracks
program first established its Prairie Dog Mitigation
Policy in 2007, as RTD takes seriously its efforts to
avoid, minimize or mitigate for impacts to our
environment. The mitigation policy states (in order
of preference) that RTD will:
- First avoid, minimize and/or mitigate for
impacts to prairie dogs if feasible;
- Second, relocate prairie dogs if RTD can
obtain permission and find property and the
relocation is not cost prohibitive;
- Third, donate prairie dogs to raptor
rehabilitation programs or to the USFWS ferret
program;
- Finally, humanely euthanize on site as a last
resort.
▪ The policy clearly states, “At no time will RTD
authorize earth-moving activities that result in the
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Table 3-9:

Summary of Biological Resource Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Indirect Impacts
▪ Indirect impacts to aquatic life and
amphibian species may occur from erosion
within the study area.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Common garter snake and northern
leopard frog could experience some
impacts from potential changes in water
quality during construction. BMPs would
avoid such impacts.
▪ Direct mortality of black-tailed prairie dogs
could occur during construction-related
ground clearing, earth-movement, and
vehicle collisions.
▪ Potential indirect effects to Piping Plover,
Least Tern, Whooping Crane, western
prairie fringed orchid, and the pallid
sturgeon and their habitats by water
depletions in the Platte River system.

Mitigation Measures
burying of live prairie dogs.” In an effort to find
suitable land for relocations, RTD has established
a Working Group composed of interested parties to
look for ways to clear the obstacles RTD has
encountered in trying to implement live relocations.
▪ Burrowing owl surveys will be conducted within one
year prior to construction.
▪ Vegetation and trees removed along Cottonwood
Creek will be replaced.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Permanent BMPs will be implemented to control
erosion.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ BMPs will be implemented during construction to
control erosion.
▪ A construction barrier between construction areas
and active prairie dog colonies will be erected to
minimize interaction with adjacent colonies.
▪ Prairie dogs will be removed from the construction
side of the barriers prior to the initiation of grounddisturbing construction activities.
▪ As a result of the BO obtained from the USFWS,
water usage during construction will be tracked and
gallons used will be provided to the FasTracks
environmental group on an annual basis.

Source:

FasTracks Team, 2014

3.5

Waters of the U.S. and Wetlands

Waters of the U.S. are identified according to 40 CFR 230.3(s), and in addition to wetlands,
include navigable waters, lakes, streams, and tributaries. Waters of the U.S. and wetlands are
protected under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and EO 11990, Protection of
Wetlands. Waters of the U.S. and associated wetlands are under the jurisdiction of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and any discharge of dredged or fill materials into these
features are subject to permitting by the USACE.
Non-jurisdictional waters of the U.S. and wetlands are not subject to permitting by USACE
under Section 404; however, all federal agencies are required to avoid and minimize all wetland
impacts to the extent possible per EO 11990. FTA and RTD require mitigation for all wetland
impacts (jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional).

3.5.1 Affected Environment
Waters of the U.S. and wetlands within the study area were surveyed as part of the EE and
documented in RTD’s 2010 Technical Memorandum, Waters of the United States and Wetlands
Evaluation for RTD Southeast Corridor Extension Project, January 2010. The survey identified
and evaluated waters of the U.S. and wetlands within the study area, assessed impacts from
the proposed project, and identified mitigation measures.
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Two jurisdictional waters of the U.S. (Cottonwood Creek and Happy Canyon Creek) were
identified in the study area, as well as nine wetlands (referred to as SE-1 through SE-9) (see
Table 3-10 and Figure 3-5). Cottonwood Creek drains into Cherry Creek Reservoir, and Happy
Canyon Creek is a tributary to Cherry Creek Reservoir, a Traditional Navigable Water. There
are wetlands and riparian areas along these two waters of the U.S., which were evaluated,
along with several stormwater ponds located throughout the study area.
Table 3-10:

Wetlands Identified in Southeast Corridor Extension Study Area

Description,
Est. Size
Site #
Location
(ft2)
Wetlands Identified in 2009
SE-1
Stormwater basin
3,250
SE-2
Stormwater basin
2,200
SE-3
Stormwater basin
400
SE-4
Stormwater basin
1,300
SE-5
Cottonwood Creek
14,500
SE-6
Cottonwood Creek
3,140
SE-7
Happy Canyon Creek
120,000+
SE-8
Roadside drainage
450
SE-9
Stormwater basin
10,953
Additional Wetlands Identified in 2012/2013
Potential
Stormwater basin
216
Wetland 1
SE-10
Culvert wetland
290
Potential
Stormwater basin
204
Wetland 2

Wetland
Classification

Hydrogeomorphic
Classification

Jurisdictional
Status (Initial)

PEP
PEP
PEP
PEP
PEP, PSS, PF
PEP,PSS
PEP, PSS, PF
PEP
PEP

Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Riverine
Riverine
Riverine
Depressional
Depressional

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
J
J
J
NJ
NJ

Does not meet
wetland criteria
PEP
Does not meet
wetland criteria.
Channel is an
other WUS

Depressional

NJ; not regulated
under Section 404
NJ
Jurisdictional
determination
status not
requested by
USACE because
wetland falls
outside impact
area

Depressional
Depressional

Source: SE Corridor Project Team, 2009 and 2013.

Notes: Classifications are based on Cowardin et al. (1979) and Smith, et al. (1995).
PEP = palustrine emergent persistent; PSS = palustrine scrub-shrub; PF = palustrine forested. J = jurisdictional. NJ = non-jurisdictional.
Jurisdictional status is based on recent guidance provided by federal regulatory agencies and subject to final determination by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE, 2008, 2013).

In a letter dated May 14, 2010, the USACE determined that Wetlands SE-5, SE-6, and SE-7 are
jurisdictional wetlands (see Appendix C).

Wetland Survey
A wetland survey was conducted in 2012/2013 as part of this EA to update wetland information
obtained during the EE.
Although smaller than they were in 2009, Wetlands SE-1 through SE-4 and SE-8 remain intact
and undisturbed. Wetlands SE-5, SE-6, and SE-7 remained the same size between 2009 and
2012. Wetland SE-9 was observed in 2013 to have increased in size since 2009 by
approximately 7,203 square feet, and it remains intact and undisturbed.
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Figure 3-5:

Wetlands

Source: Waters of the United States and Wetlands Technical Memorandum, January 2014
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During the 2012/2013 wetland survey, three additional potential wetlands were identified within
300 feet of the proposed RidgeGate Station site (referred to as Potential Wetland 1, Potential
Wetland 2, and SE-10) and were delineated (see Figure 3-5 and Table 3-10). Wetlands were
classified using the system developed by Cowardin et al. (1979) for the USFWS. Under this
system, study area wetlands can be classified as palustrine emergent-persistent (PEP),
palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS), or palustrine forest (PF). In the hydrogeomorphic classification
system, most wetlands would be classified as depressional or riverine (Smith et al., 1995).
Table 3-10 provides the classifications for each wetland observed. Potential Wetlands 1 and 2
did not meet all of the wetland criteria (hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation and hydrology);
therefore, they are not considered wetlands. Wetland SE-10 met all three wetland criteria. The
wetland delineation forms and photo logs for the three wetlands identified in the 2012/2013
verification survey are attached to the Waters of the United States and Wetlands Technical
Memorandum (RTD, 2014). In a letter dated February 13, 2014, the USACE determined that
Wetland SE-10 is a non-jurisdictional wetland.
Based on the wetland assessment method developed by Berglund and McEldowney (2008), the
wetlands were categorized by habitat as shown in Table 3-11. Habitat quality is measured by
category based on the size, diversity, and potential for wildlife use.
Table 3-11:

Wetland Habitat Quality

Wetland Number
SE-1

Wetland Name
Stormwater basin

Habitat Category
IV

Quality of Habitat
Lowest

SE-2

Stormwater basin

IV

Lowest

SE-3

Stormwater basin

IV

Lowest

SE-4

Stormwater basin

IV

Lowest

SE-5

Cottonwood Creek

IV

Lowest

SE-6

Cottonwood Creek

IV

Lowest

SE-7

Happy Canyon Creek

III

Medium

SE-8

Roadside drainage

IV

Lowest

SE-9

Stormwater basin

IV

Lowest

SE-10

Culvert wetland

IV

Lowest

3.5.2 Impacts
No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative would not result in any direct, indirect, construction-related, or
cumulative impacts to waters of the U.S. or wetlands within the study area.

Locally Preferred Alternative
Direct Impacts
The project (station area and roadway improvements along Havana) would impact two nonjurisdictional wetlands (SE-9 and SE-10). Neither parking option would impact SE-9. Both
RidgeGate Station parking options would have permanent impacts to SE-10 in 2019 and 2035.
Improvements to the RidgeGate Parkway/Havana Street intersection, anticipated by 2035,
would impact SE-9.
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No direct impacts to waters of the U.S. (Cottonwood Creek and Happy Canyon Creek) in the
study area would occur.
Indirect Impacts
There are no anticipated indirect impacts to study area wetlands.
Construction Impacts
The main track alignment would temporarily impact Wetland SE-8 (a non-jurisdictional wetland),
a 450-square-foot wetland located within an existing man-made stormwater basin that collects
water from surrounding impervious surfaces during storm events.
Additional construction-related impacts to waters of the U.S. and wetlands in the study area
could occur from temporary sedimentation, vegetation removal, and water quality degradation.
However, appropriate BMP mandates by the federal, state, and local regulatory agencies will be
used to avoid and minimize construction–related impacts to waters of the U.S. and wetlands in
the study area.
If it is determined by the construction contractor that temporary impacts to jurisdictional waters
of the U.S. and wetlands will occur to gain site access, the contractor will need to obtain
appropriate permits from USACE under Section 404.
Cumulative Impacts
The study area north of Lincoln Avenue has been fully developed. South of Lincoln Avenue, the
majority of the study area consists of undeveloped areas that have been previously disturbed
and revegetated, and areas of past and present grazing activities. As the southeast metro area
continues to develop, including the 3,500-acre RidgeGate Planned Development south of
Lincoln Avenue, wetlands and waters of the U.S. would be impacted. In the context of the
3,500-acre RidgeGate Planned Development, the LPA represents minimal cumulative impacts
to wetlands and waters of the U.S.

3.5.3 Mitigation
Table 3-12 summarizes wetland and waters of the U.S. impacts and lists mitigation measures.
Table 3-12:

Summary of Wetland and Waters of the U.S. Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Wetlands
Direct Impacts
▪ Two non-jurisdictional wetlands would be
impacted (SE-9 and SE-10). Approximately
9,629 square feet of the 10,953-square-foot
Wetland SE-9 would be impacted from
Havana Street improvements in 2035. It is
anticipated that the entire Wetland SE-10
(290 square feet) would be impacted by
construction of the RidgeGate Station Parkn-Ride under both parking options.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No indirect impacts to study area wetlands
are anticipated.

Mitigation Measures
Direct Impacts
▪ RTD will work to further reduce wetland impacts
during final design.
▪ Impacts to the non-jurisdictional wetlands (SE-9
and SE-10) will be mitigated by purchasing credits
from a wetland mitigation bank within the Cherry
Creek Watershed.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Indirect impacts from spread of noxious weeds will
be mitigated through the noxious weed
management plan that will be developed for the
project.
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Table 3-12:

Summary of Wetland and Waters of the U.S. Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary impacts to SE-8, a 450-square
foot, non-jurisdictional wetland.
▪ Temporary sedimentation, vegetation
removal, and water quality degradation.

Waters of the U.S.
Direct Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No impacts.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Temporary sedimentation, vegetation
removal, and water quality degradation.

Source:

FasTracks Team, 2013

3.6
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Mitigation Measures
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Appropriate permanent BMPs will be utilized to
stabilize the soil within the study area.
▪ If construction contractor determines that
temporary impacts to jurisdictional wetlands will
occur to gain site access, the contractor will need
to obtain appropriate permits from the USACE.
▪ Wetlands temporarily affected during construction
will be restored to pre-construction conditions.
▪ Construction zones will be fenced, and wetland
areas near construction access will be covered
with layers of geotextile, straw, or soil prior to use
in order to minimize impacts.
▪ The limits of disturbance will be fenced during
construction to avoid inadvertent temporary
impacts.
▪ Wetland areas, used for construction access, will
be covered with a layer of geotextile, straw, and
soil prior to use. After construction is completed,
temporary structures, fill, and geotextile will be
removed.
Direct Impacts
▪ No mitigation is necessary.
Indirect Impacts
▪ No mitigation is necessary.
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Appropriate BMP mandates by the federal, state,
and local regulatory agencies will be used to avoid
and minimize construction–related impacts.
▪ If construction contractor determines that
temporary impacts to jurisdictional waters of the
U.S. will occur to gain site access, the contractor
will need to obtain appropriate permits from the
USACE.

This section summarizes information about historic, archaeological and paleontological
resources potentially affected by the proposed action. It summarizes results of the 2010 Class
III Cultural Resources Survey of Regional Transportation District Southeast Corridor Light Rail
Extension, the 2013 Addendum to the Class III Cultural Resources Survey of Regional
Transportation District Southeast Corridor Light Rail Extension, and the Section 106
consultation that occurred as part of this EA.

3.6.1 Summary of Section 106 Consultation
Under the Section 106 process conducted as part of this EA, FTA consulted with SHPO
regarding the Area of Potential Effect (APE) in a letter dated September 24, 2012. The SHPO
requested clarification on the APE boundary in a letter to FTA dated November 15, 2012. FTA
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provided additional information about the establishment of the APE on December 7, 2012, and
the SHPO concurred with the APE on December 26, 2012.
RTD and FTA invited the following entities to serve as historic consulting parties for the
proposed action and provided information about the proposed APE in letters dated September
20, 2012:







National Trust for Historic Preservation
Colorado Preservation, Inc.
City of Lone Tree
Douglas County Community Planning
Douglas County Historic Preservation Board
Town of Parker

The City of Lone Tree accepted the invitation to serve as a historic consulting party for the
proposed action. The National Trust for Historic Preservation and Douglas County declined to
serve as historic consulting parties. No other responses to the invitation were received.
On September 20, 2012, RTD sent letters to over 40 Native American tribes notifying them of
the proposed undertaking, providing information about the proposed APE, and offering them the
opportunity to provide information about any traditional cultural and religious properties and
evaluate potential project effects. The Pueblo of Laguna tribe responded in a letter dated
September 27, 2012, noting that the proposed undertaking would not have a significant impact
at this time, and requested that they be notified should any new archaeological sites or artifacts
be found, and requested photographs of such items if discovered. No other responses were
received.
FTA consulted with the SHPO and historic consulting parties for determinations of NRHP
eligibility and effects (see Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 for details). Referenced correspondence can
be found in Appendix C.

3.6.2 Affected Environment
Area of Potential Effect
As part of the EE, an APE was established to evaluate potential direct and indirect effects as a
result of the proposed project. The APE is defined as extending 50 meters (approximately 162
feet) in both directions from the centerline of the proposed LRT alignment and station areas,
and includes the parcel containing the Schweiger Ranch (5DA.1753). The APE boundary is
based on the construction footprint for the proposed alignment and associated facilities, as well
as any NRHP eligible or potentially NRHP eligible historic resources within the visual or audible
range of the proposed alignment.
The Schweiger Ranch (5DA.1753) contained the only structures of 40 or more years of age
within the visual and audible range of the proposed alignment. Therefore, the entire Schweiger
Ranch parcel is included in the APE. The APE is shown on Figure 3-6. RTD consulted with the
SHPO regarding the APE, as summarized in Section 3.6.1.
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Figure 3-6:

Area of Potential Effect

Source: Class III Cultural Resources Survey of Regional Transportation District Southeast Corridor Light Rail
Extension, RTD, 2010 and 2013
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Historic Resources
The 2010 Class III cultural resources survey identified one previously recorded historic site, the
Schweiger Ranch, within the APE and one newly recorded historic site, a segment of the
Arapahoe Canal. A description of these sites and their NRHP eligibility are summarized in Table
3-13.
Table 3-13:

Historic Resources and NRHP Status

Site No. and Name
Description
Previously Recorded Historic Resources
5DA.1753, Schweiger
Ranch constructed by the Schweiger brothers in
Ranch
1884 on land homesteaded in the early 1870s.
The 700-foot by 340-foot site contains a Late
Victorian style ranch house, barn, livestock shed,
block masonry silo, chicken house, apiary
storeroom, equipment shed, cistern, windmill,
concrete-block walled garage, small shed, and
mobile home.
Newly Recorded Historic Resources
5DA.1671.13,
Small segment of former Arapahoe Canal was
Arapahoe Canal
recorded northwest of Schweiger Ranch. Canal
was constructed in 1890 to carry water from
Castlewood Dam to Clark Reservoir for irrigation.
It originally followed the course of Happy Canyon
Creek. Canal was abandoned many years ago
and has been partially disturbed. Recorded
segment near the APE extends approx. 1,000
feet and has been terminated at both ends by
road construction. Canal is roughly five feet deep
and 20 feet wide along this segment.

NRHP Eligibility
Formally eligible for NRHP
under Criterion A for
association with early ranching
in Douglas County.

Canal formally determined
ineligible NRHP because it
lacks integrity due to
abandonment, deterioration,
and partial destruction.

Source: Class III Cultural Resources Survey of Regional Transportation District Southeast Corridor Light Rail Extension,
RTD, 2010

Archaeological Resources
Archaeological resources are locations with evidence of past human activity. Isolated finds
consist of one or several artifacts, and typically do not represent an extended habitation. For this
project, isolated finds are defined as locations containing less than five artifacts.
The 2010 Class III cultural resources survey identified two previously recorded prehistoric
archaeological sites and four prehistoric isolated finds in or immediately adjacent to the study
area. The survey also identified three newly recorded sites, including one new prehistoric
archaeological site and two new prehistoric archaeological isolated finds. These sites and their
NRHP status are summarized in Table 3-14.
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Table 3-14:

Site Descriptions and NRHP Status

Site No. and Name
Description
Previously Recorded Archaeological Resources
5DA.1000, RidgeGate
Diffuse surface lithic scatter. The site was
prehistoric site
subjected to large-scale data recovery
excavations in 2006 prior to construction of
the new I-25 RidgeGate Parkway
interchange.
5DA.1538, prehistoric
site
5DA.1544, prehistoric
isolated find
5DA.1545, prehistoric
isolated find
5DA.1752, prehistoric
isolated find
5DA.2298, prehistoric
isolated find

Diffuse surface lithic scatter.
Single unretouched petrified wood flake.
Appears to represent part of 5DA.1538 and
may be considered part of the same large
diffuse surface site.
Single unretouched petrified wood flake.
Single unretouched petrified wood flake.

Bifacially worked stone tool and
unretouched flake – both petrified wood.
Has been disturbed by construction of
wireless antenna and associated equipment
shelter.
Newly Recorded Archaeological Resources
5DA.2700, prehistoric
Lithic scatter of several core fragments, a
archaeological site
crudely flaked biface, and more than 20
small and medium unretouched petrified
wood flakes. The site lacks any diagnostic
material and appears to possess little or no
potential for buried remains in primary
context
5DA.2701, prehistoric
Two unretouched quartzite flakes. Location
isolated find
has been heavily disturbed by recent
construction activities and the artifacts may
be out of context.
5DA.2702, prehistoric
Comprises a thick and crudely flaked biface
isolated find
fragment and unretouched flake (both
petrified wood).

NRHP Eligibility
Formally determined eligible for
NRHP prior to excavation. Since
excavation of the site was
accomplished and construction of
the I-25/RidgeGate Parkway
interchange occurred, the site is
no longer NRHP eligible.
Formally determined not eligible
for NRHP
Recommended ineligible for
NRHP.
Recommended ineligible for
NRHP.
Recommended ineligible for
NRHP.
Recommended ineligible for
NRHP.

Recommended ineligible for
NRHP.

Recommended ineligible for
NRHP.
Recommended ineligible for
NRHP.

Source: Class III Cultural Resources Survey of Regional Transportation District Southeast Corridor Light Rail
Extension, RTD, 2010

Paleontological Resources
According to the 2010 Class III cultural resources survey, in the vicinity of the study area,
paleontological resources include both fossil and sub-fossil remains of plants and animals, as
well as trace fossils of animals (such as fossil footprints). The northern portion of the study area
would be constructed on deposits of Pleistocene loess, which represent surficial sediment
throughout the portion of the study area that lies west of I-25, as well as the northernmost
portion of the study area on the east side of I-25.
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The southern portion of the study area overlies surface and near surface deposits of the upper
part of the Dawson Arkose (Paleocene and Eocene).

3.6.3 Impacts
Potential direct impacts to historic, archaeological, and paleontological resources were
evaluated by comparing the proposed project construction footprint to the locations of known
resources. Cultural sites located within 0.25 mile of the project footprint were evaluated for
indirect impacts, such as noise or vibration impacts or a change to the resource’s visual setting.

Historic Resources
No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative is not anticipated to result in any direct, indirect, construction-related,
or cumulative impacts to historic resources within or adjacent to the study area described for the
Southeast Extension project.
Locally Preferred Alternative
The direct, indirect, construction-related, and cumulative impacts of the LPA are summarized
below.
Direct Impacts
The LPA would have no direct impacts on historic properties listed on, or eligible for, the NRHP
identified within the project’s APE.
Indirect Impacts
Visual, noise, and vibration impacts are considered indirect impacts for historic properties. The
LPA would result in indirect visual changes to one officially NRHP eligible historic property, the
Schweiger Ranch (5DA.1753) as a result of construction of the proposed RidgeGate Station and
Park-n-Ride.
Portions of the LPA would be visible from the Schweiger Ranch. The frontage road (Havana
Street) east of I-25 that was completed within the last few years is constructed on fill adjacent to
the ranch site, on the northwest side of the ranch site. The frontage road embankment creates a
visual barrier between the ranch site and the proposed RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride site.
Under the LPA, the frontage road embankment would screen the Schweiger Ranch from most
project elements, such as tracks, and catenary, and portions of the parking lot retaining walls
and the parking structures would be blocked from view at the ranch.
Given the proximity of the existing I-25, the I-25/RidgeGate Parkway interchange, and frontage
road (Havana Street), as well as future development plans by the City of Lone Tree, the LPA
would not introduce visual elements that are out of character with the Schweiger Ranch property
or alter its setting in a way that would render it ineligible for the NRHP.
According to the April 2013 noise analysis, the existing Leq at the Schweiger Ranch would be
expected to increase by less than one decibel in the project design year (2035). Additionally,
located more than 1,000 feet from the LRT platform under the LPA, the Schweiger Ranch is
beyond the area of impact for vibration associated with a LRT facility.
Construction Impacts
No temporary construction easements would be required on the Schweiger Ranch property and
no construction equipment movement would occur on the property; all construction equipment
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movement would occur on the RidgeGate Station side of Havana Street. Also, the existing dirt
access road that leads from the ranch site to Havana Street would be regraded as needed to
maintain an appropriate slope up to Havana Street, and remain a dirt access road similar in
appearance to existing conditions.
Impacts from construction activities, such as dust and roadway detours, may occur. If night-time
construction occurs, construction activity, including possible nighttime construction lighting,
would be visible from the ranch during night-time hours; however, it is anticipated that the
Schweiger Ranch would be closed to visitors during those hours.
The LPA could result in potential impacts to archaeological or paleontological resources from
unexpected discoveries during construction.
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative effects to historic resources are not anticipated.
Determination of Effect
Based on the above analysis, FTA found that the LPA would result in No Adverse Effect to the
NRHP-eligible Schweiger Ranch (5DA.1753). The determination of No Adverse Effect by the
LPA assumes certain mitigating factors to be included in the RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride
design, including the use of materials for retaining walls and parking structures associated with
both parking options that would be compatible in color, texture, and design to the surrounding
natural environment, and would not greatly contrast with the area landscape surrounding the
ranch.
FTA notified the SHPO of their determination of No Adverse Effect and requested concurrence
in a letter dated October 23, 2013, and the SHPO concurred on November 4, 2013. FTA also
notified the City of Lone Tree, the historic consulting party for the project, of the No Adverse
Effect determination for the Schweiger Ranch on October 23, 2013, and the City of Lone Tree
concurred on October 24, 2013. In a May 15, 2014 letter, FTA notified the SHPO of minor
design modifications made to the RidgeGate Station Park-n-Ride parking options, and
requested the SHPO’s concurrence that the LPA would still result in No Adverse Effect to the
Schweiger Ranch. The SHPO concurred on May 21, 2014.
Referenced correspondence can be found in Appendix C.

3.6.4 Mitigation
Table 3-15 summarizes impacts and lists mitigation measures for historic, archaeological and
paleontological resources.
Table 3-15:

Summary of Cultural Resource Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
Direct Impacts
▪ No direct impacts.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Minor project-related indirect visual impacts
would not alter those characteristics that
render the Schweiger Ranch (5DA 1753)
property eligible for the NRHP.
▪ Through the Section 106 process, it was
determined that the LPA would have no

Mitigation Measures
Direct Impacts
No mitigation is required.
Indirect Impacts
▪ Use materials for retaining walls and parking
structure that would be compatible in color, texture,
and design to the surrounding natural environment,
and would not greatly contrast with the area
landscape surrounding the historic Schweiger
Ranch.
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Table 3-15:

Summary of Cultural Resource Impacts and Mitigation

Impact
adverse effect to the Schweiger Ranch
(5DA 1753).
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Impacts from construction activities such as
dust and roadway detours, and light from
nighttime construction.
▪ Potential impacts to archaeological or
paleontological resources from unexpected
discoveries.

Mitigation Measures
Temporary Construction Impacts
▪ Maintain access to Schweiger Ranch during
construction.
▪ FTA and RTD will immediately contact SHPO
should any post review discoveries be made during
construction.
▪ FTA and RTD will also notify the Pueblo of Laguna
if additional resources are found.
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Chapter 4.0 Transportation Systems
This chapter compares the impacts of the No Action Alternative and the Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA) on future transit, roadway, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities in the Southeast
Extension study area. Please refer to the Traffic Technical Memorandum, May 2014, for more
information.

4.1

Transit Service

This section describes existing transit service in the Study Area.

4.1.1 Existing Transit Service
Existing study area transit service consists of a combination of light rail, fixed route bus, and
call-n-ride shuttle service centered on the existing end-of-line light rail station at Lincoln/I-25.
Existing transit services are summarized in Table 4-1, illustrated on Figure 4-1, and described in
the following sections.
Table 4-1:

Existing (year 2012) Bus Routes Within Study Area
Service Frequency
(Peak/Off
Peak/Evening)

Route

Route Name

Route
Type

403

Wildcat Crosstown

Local

30/60/ -

410

Lincoln Ave/Parker

Local

30/ - / -

402L

Highlands Ranch Parkway

Limited

30/60/60

P

Parker/Denver

Regional

30/ - / -

Alignment
Lincoln Station to
Littleton-Mineral Station
Lincoln Station to Parker
Park-n-Ride
County Line Station to
Littleton-Mineral Station
Pinery Park-n-Ride to
Civic Center Station

Source: 2013 RTD System Map (Bus and Light Rail)

Local Routes
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) provides the following two local bus routes within the
study area:


Route 403 – Wildcat Crosstown: Route 403 operates between Littleton Mineral Station
and Lincoln Station. Service is provided at 30-minute headways during peak periods and
60-minute headways during off peak. The route travels on Santa Fe, County Line,
Lucent Boulevard, Highlands Ranch Parkway, Broadway, Wildcat Reserve Parkway,
South University Boulevard, and Lincoln Avenue. Deviations from this route
accommodate stops and transfers at Highlands Ranch Town Center and Highland
Heritage Regional Park.



Route 410 – Lincoln Ave/Parker: Route 410 operates between the Parker Park-n-Ride
and Lincoln Station. Service is provided at 30-minute headways during peak hours. The
route travels on Parker Road, Mainstreet, Jordan Road, and Lincoln Avenue. Select trips
are made from the Parker Park-n-Ride to Pinery Park-n-Ride along Parker Road.
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Figure 4-1:

Existing (2014) RTD Services Within Study Area

Source: RTD, 2014

Limited Routes
RTD operates one limited route within the study area, Route 402L – Highlands Ranch Parkway.
Route 402L operates between the Littleton Mineral Station and Park Meadows Mall. Service is
provided at 30-minute headways during peak hours and 60-minute headways during off-peak
hours. The route travels on Santa Fe, Highlands Ranch Parkway, Quebec Street, and County
Line Road. Deviations from this route accommodate stops and transfers at Highlands Ranch
Town Center and Highland Heritage Regional Park.

Regional Routes
One regional route, Route P-Parker/Denver, operates within the study area. Route P operates
between the Pinery Park-n-Ride and Civic Center Station in downtown Denver. Service is
provided at 30-minute headways during peak hours. Route P runs northbound during the AM
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peak hours and southbound during the PM peak hours. The route travels on Parker Road,
Lincoln Avenue, Chambers Road, E-470, I-25, and Broadway/Lincoln. Select trips are made
between the Parker Park-n-Ride and Pinery Park-n-Ride.

Rail Routes
RTD currently operates light rail on the E Line and F Line from the Southeast Corridor to
downtown Denver. The E Line operates between the end-of-line Lincoln Station and Denver
Union Station (DUS). Services for the E Line operate at 30-minute headways during peak
periods and at 15-minute headways during off-peak periods. The F Line operates between the
Lincoln Station and Downtown Denver. Services for the F Line operate at 15-minute headways
during peak periods.

Existing Parking
Four RTD Park-n-Rides are located within, or in proximity of, the Southeast Extension study
area. They include Lincoln Station, Parker Park-n-Ride, Lincoln/Jordan Park-n-Ride, and Pinery
Park-n-Ride. These Park-n-Rides serve as stops and transfer points for bus services, transfer
points from auto to transit trips, and kiss-n-ride drop offs. Lincoln Station provides light rail
transit (LRT) service and connections to the Southeast Corridor. Table 4-2 summarizes the
vehicle capacity and parking utilization for these stations. Park-n-Ride utilization is based on
weekday data collected weekly in 2013.
Table 4-2:

2013 Southeast Extension Park-n-Ride Utilization

Park-n-Ride
Lincoln Station
Parker
Lincoln Ave/
Jordan Rd
Pinery

Capacity

Avg. Daily Usage

% Occupancy

Transit Routes

1,734
173

1,121
122

64%
71%

403, 410
410, P

102

95

93%

410, P

79

27

34%

410, P

Source: RTD, 2014

Existing Transit Centers and Transfer Hubs
Highland Heritage Regional Park is a transfer hub in the vicinity of the Southeast Extension. The
transfer hub is served by the 403 and 402L bus routes. Parking is available at the park, although
it is not an official RTD Park-n-Ride lot.

Call-and-Ride Services
The Lone Tree call-n-ride provides curb-to-curb service within an area generally bounded by
RidgeGate Parkway on the south, I-25 on the east, County Line Road on the north, and the
North-South Trail on the west. It stops at the Lincoln Station every 60 minutes between 6:00 AM
and 6:00 PM.
The Meridian call-n-ride serves the business park east of I-25 between Lincoln Avenue and E470. It stops at the Lincoln Station (east of I-25) every 15 minutes from 5:36 AM to 9:06 AM, and
3:00 PM to 6:30 PM. Scheduled stops are made every 30 minutes from 9:36 AM to 2:36 PM.
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4.2

No Action and Locally Preferred Alternative

4.2.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative assumes no new improvements would be constructed other than
currently committed projects identified in the fiscally constrained 2035 Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP). This alternative includes the existing bus routes in the area and a new bus route
(Route 411) connecting Parker and the Lincoln Station along RidgeGate Parkway. Table 4-3
summarizes transit service levels assumed for the No Action Alternative.
Table 4-3:

No Action Alternative Transit Service Levels
Changes from No
Action

Route
402L
403
410
411
(new route)

NA
NA
NA
Travels on RidgeGate
Parkway between the
Parker Park-n-Ride
(PnR) and the Lincoln
Station.

AM/PM Peak
Service
30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes

Midday Service
60 minutes
60 minutes
No service
60 minutes

Evening Service
60 minutes
No service
No service
No service

NA – not applicable
Source: RTD, 2014

4.2.2 Locally Preferred Alternative
Bus and Rail Operations
The proposed bus and rail service and frequencies for the LPA are summarized in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4:

Locally Preferred Alternative 2019 and 2035 Rail and Bus Operations Plan

Route

Changes from No Action

AM/PM Peak
Service

Midday Service

Late Night Service

E Line to
DUS

Extended LRT service to
RidgeGate Station

30 minutes

15 minutes

15 minutes

F Line to
Downtown

Extended LRT Service to
RidgeGate Station

15 minutes

No service

No service

Z Line (New
Route)

LRT Service between
Peoria/Smith and RidgeGate
stations

15 minutes

15 minutes

30 minutes

402L

Same as No Action

30 minutes

60 minutes

60 minutes

403

Modified to serve the new
RidgeGate PnR

30 minutes

60 minutes

No service

410

Same as No Action

30 minutes

No service

No service

411 (new
route)

Extended to the Pinery PnR. Also
serves the new RidgeGate PnR.
Continues on to serve the Lincoln
Station

30 minutes

60 minutes

No service

Source: RTD, 2012
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Park-n-Ride Access
Two access roads would be constructed connecting the Park-n-Ride and station area to Havana
Street, south of RidgeGate Parkway (see Figure 4-2).
Access #1, the northern access point, would connect to Havana Street approximately 1,350 feet
south of RidgeGate Parkway at a signalized intersection. On opening day, Access #1 would
provide one eastbound to northbound left turn lane, and a single right turn lane, with an
additional left turn provided in 2035. Access #2, the southern access point, would connect to
Havana Street approximately 2,000 feet south of RidgeGate Parkway at a signalized
intersection, with an approach consisting of one eastbound to northbound left turn lane, and a
single right turn lane.
Figure 4-2:

Source:

Park-n-Ride Access

FasTracks Team, 2013
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4.3

Transit Impacts

4.3.1 Ridership
RTD estimated the Southeast Extension ridership by using the Denver Regional Council of
Governments (DRCOG) Regional Travel Demand Model.
It is estimated that the LPA would result in approximately 11,500 total project riders in 2035. The
estimated number of new riders in 2035 for the LRT is approximately 2,000.

4.3.2 Station Boardings
Under the LPA, the DRCOG Travel Demand Model forecasts 2,140 daily LRT boardings at
Lincoln Station and 6,230 daily LRT boardings at the three new stations. This equates to a total
of 8,370 boardings at these stations, which is a 53 percent increase beyond Lincoln Station
boardings in the No Action Alternative (5,480).
This suggests that in addition to relieving potential parking congestion from the Lincoln Station,
the extension to RidgeGate will attract new LRT riders. The LRT ridership increase between the
No Action and LPA is shown in Figure 4-3.
Figure 4-3:

2035 Daily LRT Boardings

9,000
RidgeGate
8,000
7,000

Lone Tree City Center
Sky Ridge
Lincoln
4,270

6,000
5,000
4,000

1,310
3,000

5,480

650

2,000
2,140

1,000
0
No Action
Source:

Preferred Alternative

RTD, 2014
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4.3.3 Travel Time
Travel time is another common measure of the benefits of a transit improvement. In general, the
transit travel times provided by the LPA would be better than those with the No Action
Alternative. Travel time from RidgeGate to Downtown Denver (16th / California) would be 15
minutes faster with the LPA, mainly because travelers in the No Action Alternative would need
to transfer to the Light Rail line at Lincoln Station. Table 4-5shows the 2035 travel time
comparisons by alternative as well as some annual statistics.
Table 4-5:

2035 Travel Time Comparisons
Measure

Segment

No Action
Alternative

Locally Preferred
Alternative

Travel Time

From RidgeGate to Lincoln (one
direction)

11 minutes

5 minutes

Travel Time

From RidgeGate to 16th/California
(one direction)

60 minutes

45 minutes

Annual Travel Time Savings for
Project Transit Riders

From RidgeGate to Lincoln (one
direction)

Not Applicable

345,000 hours

Annual Travel Time Savings for
Project Transit Riders

From RidgeGate to 16th/California
(one direction)

Not Applicable

862,500 hours

Annual Travel Time Savings for New
Transit Riders

From RidgeGate to Lincoln (one
direction)

Not Applicable

60,000 hours

Annual Travel Time Savings for New
Transit Riders

From RidgeGate to 16th/California
(one direction)

Not Applicable

150,000 hours

Source: RTD, 2014

4.4

Station Area and Surrounding Roadway Impacts and Mitigation

The 2019 horizon year was used to represent the opening day scenario of the LPA. Therefore,
2019 traffic analysis was completed specifically to determine whether RTD required
improvements were necessary to mitigate traffic related to the LRT operations on opening day.
In addition, a planning horizon of 2035 was evaluated.

Parking Demand
Through an assessment of travel demand, it was determined that the RidgeGate Station would
have an opening day parking of 1,300 spaces. An additional 800 spaces would be provided by
2035.
Impact analysis was not required for the SkyRidge Station and the Lone Tree City Center
Station as no parking is being provided by the project in these locations.

RidgeGate Station Area Traffic Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The RidgeGate Station would be located just east of I-25 on the southwest corner of the
RidgeGate Parkway/Havana Street intersection shown on Figure 4-2. Access to the proposed
station would be provided along Havana Street.
For opening day, intersections in the vicinity of the RidgeGate Park-n-Ride would operate at
LOS D or better; therefore no mitigation is required.
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For 2035, one intersection, RidgeGate Parkway/Havana Street, was forecasted to operate
below the LOS D threshold. This intersection will be monitored from opening day to 2035. RTD
and the local jurisdiction will work together to determine the timing of the need for improvements
and the responsibilities for implementing these improvements.
Table 4-6:

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation

Summary of Potential Impacts from Locally Preferred
Alternative
Direct Impacts
 2035: Decreased Level of Service at the intersection
of RidgeGate Parkway and Havana Street.

Proposed Mitigation



No roadway mitigation required on opening day
Coordination between RTD and Lone Tree to
determine needs and responsibilities for future
improvements

Station Area Indirect Impacts
The previous section describes the station area impacts directly associated with the LPA. It is
likely that the station areas would also experience some degree of redevelopment in the future.
Station areas lend themselves to transit-oriented development (TOD) that generally has an
increased density, mix of land uses, and encourages use of transit and other alternative modes
of travel. Local street improvements required to accommodate proposed TOD would be the
responsibility of the local jurisdiction and developer. Cut-through traffic in the neighborhood
surrounding the station is not anticipated to be an issue because access to the stations is direct
from major roadways.

4.5

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities Impacts and Mitigation

4.5.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative is not anticipated to result in direct or indirect impacts to pedestrian
and bicycle facilities.

Cumulative Impacts
Population growth will place additional demands on pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Development under the No Action Alternative may be more dispersed than under the LPA.
Population increases may result in development of new housing and businesses on vacant
lands and increased use of existing pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Consistent with local plans,
additional facilities would be provided proportionately to new development.

4.5.2 Locally Preferred Alternative
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities would be provided at the stations, including sidewalks and
bicycle storage facilities.

Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts for the LPA would essentially be the same as those described for the No
Action Alternative.
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4.6

Construction Impacts and Mitigation

4.6.1 Roadway Construction Impacts and Mitigation
During some periods of the construction process, motorists would experience travel delays.
Access to local neighborhoods will be maintained. The exact location of detour notifications and
signage will be determined during final design. Near each station, vehicular traffic and access to
local businesses will be maintained throughout construction using construction traffic control
methods to be determined during final design.
It is currently anticipated that detours and/or road closures may occur on the following roadways
during construction:






Lincoln Avenue
RidgeGate Parkway
Havana Road
I-25
SkyRidge Parkway

RTD will provide signage to guide roadway users to detours and will provide public notice prior
to implementing roadway detours to inform users about detour routes and dates/times that
detours will be in place.

4.6.2 Pedestrian and Bicycle Impacts and Mitigation
Temporary closure of sidewalks along Lincoln Avenue and RidgeGate Parkway would be
required during construction of the light rail bridges over those roads to ensure the safety of
sidewalk users. RTD will maintain sidewalk connectivity during construction, and will seek ways
to minimize detour disruptions by implementing measures such as minimizing duration of
detours and limiting detour use to nighttime hours to the extent practicable.
RTD will coordinate with the City of Lone Tree to identify sidewalk detour routes, such as those
described in Table 4-7 and presented in Figure 4-4. RTD will provide signage to guide
sidewalk/trail users to the detour and at appropriate street crossings to ensure their safety. The
exact detour routes and specific signage implemented will be determined during final design.
RTD will provide public notice prior to implementing detour routes to inform sidewalk users
about detour routes and dates/times that detours will be in place.
Table 4-7:

Sidewalk/Trail Detour Options

Map ID #
Detour Description*
Lincoln Avenue Detours
1
Construct protective scaffolding or other protective structure above existing sidewalks to allow
continued safe use of sidewalk(s) during construction activities. Benefit: more convenient option
for sidewalk users than a detour.
Bicycle detour: This detour would follow Park Meadows Drive from Lincoln Avenue north to the
2
LRT Lincoln Station parking garage, take parking garage elevator or stairs to third floor, cross I25 via pedestrian bridge, then follow the frontage road (San Luis Street) south to Lincoln
Avenue. Note: This is not a pedestrian detour because there are no sidewalks and virtually no
shoulder on this portion of San Luis Street.
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Table 4-7:

Sidewalk/Trail Detour Options

Map ID #
3

Detour Description*
Sidewalk/pedestrian detour: This detour would follow along Park Meadows Drive from Lincoln
Avenue north to the LRT Lincoln Station parking garage, take parking garage elevator or stairs to
third floor, then cross I-25 via pedestrian bridge. Follow sidewalk on north side of San Luis Street
east to South Jamaica Street, then follow sidewalk south and east to South Meridian Boulevard,
then use sidewalk along South Meridian Boulevard south to Lincoln Avenue. Drawback: lengthy
detour.
Bicycle/pedestrian detour: Provide detour on south side of Lincoln Avenue behind The Vue
4
apartments and Hampton Inn. Detour would go south from Lincoln Avenue on Park Meadows
Drive, east on Chatham Drive, then follow Trainstation Circle north then east, with temporary
pedestrian walkway provided on east side of Hampton Inn parking lot north to connect to existing
Lincoln Avenue sidewalk east of the area of construction. Benefit: shortest of detour options.
Special issue: Coordination with Hampton Inn would be required.
RidgeGate Parkway Detours
5
Construct protective scaffolding or other protective structure above existing sidewalk(s) to allow
continued safe use of sidewalk during construction. Benefit: more convenient option for sidewalk
users than a detour.
6
Bicycle and pedestrian detour: Construct temporary pathway within RidgeGate station site south
of RidgeGate to avoid bridge construction area. Benefit: short detour route.
*It is likely that Lincoln Avenue and RidgeGate Parkway bridge construction and sidewalk closures would occur at the same time. As
such, one road could not provide a sidewalk detour for the other.
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Figure 4-4:

Source:

Sidewalk/Trail Detour Options

FasTracks Team, 2014
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Chapter 5.0 Public Involvement and Agency Coordination
The Southeast Extension Environmental Assessment (EA) has been conducted consistent with
RTD’s 2007 FasTracks Stakeholder Participation Policy, which requires the FasTracks Team to
proactively seek and provide opportunities for stakeholder participation during the planning, final
design, and construction phases of FasTracks projects, and 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) 1501.6 Public Involvement and 23 CFR 771.111 Early Coordination and Public
Involvement.
This chapter summarizes the public involvement and agency coordination activities and
outreach conducted for this proposed project, as well as future planned public and agency
involvement activities.

5.1

Public and Agency Involvement Conducted Prior to NEPA

Early public and agency involvement conducted prior to the initiation of the EA are described in
Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 below.

5.1.1 Early Project Scoping Coordination
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) conducted scoping at the beginning of the
alternatives development process to determine the scope of issues to be addressed and to
identify significant issues related to the proposed action. Scoping brings together and addresses
concerns of the public, stakeholders, affected agencies, and other interested parties to help
identify the range of alternatives, environmental effects, and mitigation measures to be analyzed
in depth. Detailed information on the Scoping Process can be found in Appendix G.
RTD held three scoping meetings with local governments, members of the public, and
governmental agencies in November 2011. The purpose of the scoping meetings was to
announce the project, provide background information, present the preliminary alternatives and
evaluation criteria, and obtain input from agencies and the public about project issues and
concerns to consider in the development and screening of alternatives.
RTD used the input received during the scoping phase to refine the evaluation criteria and the
project’s Purpose and Need, against which all alternatives would be evaluated. Outreach efforts
and scoping results are included in Appendix G. Comments received during the scoping
process were supportive of the project. Concern was expressed about the light rail alignment
along the west side of I-25, noting that the alternative was inconsistent with planning and
infrastructure efforts to date and approved land use plans, and concern about impacts to the
Surrey Ridge development south of the project study area. Concerns were also expressed
about traffic generated by a new Park-n-Ride at the new end-of-line station at RidgeGate
Parkway.

5.1.2 Alternatives Analysis Coordination
Following the early scoping process, RTD conducted a two-step alternatives screening process,
as described in Chapter 2.0 and identified a preliminary Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).
RTD then held meetings with local governments, members of the public, and agencies to
present the results of the screening process, present the preliminary LPA, and solicit comments
and input on the screening results and preliminary LPA. In meetings held in January of 2012, a
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variety of questions regarding the alternatives were asked. The light rail alignment along the
west side of I-25 did not receive support during these meetings, while the LPA was generally
accepted by all meeting attendees. The meetings held are summarized and documented in
Appendices B and E.

5.2

Coordination During the EA Process

This section describes the public and agency coordination that occurred during the EA process
for the proposed action.
On September 24, 2012, RTD sent letters to the USFWS, CPW, CDOT Region 1, CDOT Region
6, the APCD, and DRCOG announcing initiation of the EA process for the proposed action.
RTD held meetings with local governments, agencies, and members of the public in December
2013 to present information on key environmental issues identified, potential impacts, and
proposed measures to mitigate impacts. Local Government Team and public meetings were
held on December 3 and 4, 2013, respectively, and an Agency Working Group Meeting was
held on December 10, 2013.
Notification of all meetings was made by email and website postings. The public meeting was
announced in local newspapers including the Parker Chronicle, the Highlands Ranch Herald,
the Lone Tree Voice, and the Littleton Independent. Additionally flyers were distributed to local
businesses, at the Lone Tree Recreation Center and Library, at the Lincoln Station Park-n-Ride,
on the RTD website, and by email blast to 55 recipients who had previously registered as
interested citizens. Comments received during the process are documented in Appendix F.
Public and agency comments about the proposed action did not produce significant concerns.

5.2.1 Section 106 Consultation
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and RTD conducted Section 106 consultation as part
of this EA. Agency and stakeholder representatives were invited to participate as Section 106
Consulting Parties to identify any concerns regarding the potential effects of the proposed
project on cultural resources. FTA and RTD invited over 40 Native American tribes to participate
in the process and they were offered the opportunity to provide information about any traditional
cultural and religious properties and evaluate potential project effects.
There is one historic resource in the study area (Schweiger Ranch). There are no direct impacts
to this resource and indirect effects were evaluated. There were no indirect effects identified
through this evaluation. FTA and the SHPO concurred on a finding of No Adverse Effect for the
project on November 4, 2013.
Please refer to Section 3.6 for detailed information about the Section 106 consultation
conducted for this project, and Appendix C for relevant correspondence.

5.3

Remaining Public and Agency Input for the EA Process

This EA will be distributed for a 30-day public and agency review period. During that period,
RTD will hold a meeting with local governments and stakeholders, a public meeting, and a
meeting with resource agencies to present the EA and obtain comments. Comments received
on this EA during the review period will be posted on the project website and summarized in the
decision document prepared for the project.
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